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Toward an Integrated Model Checking, Theorem Proving and Simulation Framework for Analyzing Authority and Autonomy


ORIGIN AND UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES
In complex systems, human operators are responsible for a wide array of activities including monitoring the system during normal operations, making minor adjustments when operational requirements change, diagnosing problems when unusual situations arise, and taking over when abnormal situations and emergencies occur. In some domains, roles and responsibilities may shift between human and automation based on environmental situations, regulations, and procedures. New methods must be able to analyze concepts of operation for distributed autonomous and semi-automated systems including their human operators.

No single analysis framework can address the combinatorial explosion resulting from such system complexity. Agent-based simulation has shown promise toward modeling such complexity but requires a tradeoff between fidelity and the number of simulation runs that can be explored. Model checking can verify that the modeled system meets safety properties but they require that the components are of sufficiently limited scope. Thus leveraging these types of analysis methods synergistically can help to verify operational concepts that address the allocation of authority and autonomy.

To make the analyses using these techniques more efficient, we claim that common representations for model components, methods for identifying the appropriate safety properties, and techniques for determining the set of analyses to run are required. In addition, automated tools to create appropriate inputs and to interpret outputs are necessary. Methods to move between levels of abstraction and from one analysis technique to another are also required. Finally, methods to ensure that the techniques are addressing their analysis goals are necessary.

Our work begins to address these needs (see Figure 1). By developing work, agent, environment and automation modeling languages, protection envelope-based methods to define and refine system safety properties, a simulation architecture, simulation trace analyses that ensure the simulation’s design meets the intended analysis goals, abstraction methods that enable model checking analyses to provide useful information, and associated analysis support tools, our work focuses on verification methodologies and techniques that support human-automation interaction analysis.

MODELED RELATIONSHIPS
Declarative models with common representations of agents semantically describe the relationships and interactions between the system components. A simulation framework, WMC (for Work Models that Compute) models the complex, heterogeneous dynamics of systems that include physical systems, humans, and automated agents [12,13]. Human work is a response to the situation, with strategies chosen based on conditions in the physical environment; the allocation of responsibility within the team; and agent status – its expertise, the demands placed on it, and resources, such as available time and information. Actions are organized using an abstraction hierarchy [14,15]: at the bottom are the resources and actions and, at higher levels, more aggregate functions provide descriptions that relate the detailed actions to the specific goals of the work.

Enhanced Operator Function Model with Communication (EOFMC) is an XML-based language for describing task analytic models with human-human coordination and human-automation interaction [2,6]. Each human operator model is a set of task models that describe goal-level activities. Activities decompose into lower level activities and eventually atomic human actions. Decomposition operators specify the cardinality of and temporal relationship between the sub-activities or actions. EOFMC models teamwork as shared tasks: coordinated group activities undertaken by two or more human operators while allowing for human to human communication. The EOFMC language has formal semantics that specify how an instantiated model executes [2]. We have developed tools to translate instantiated EOFMs into formal models capable of being evaluated by...
the model checkers in the Symbolic Analysis Laboratory (SAL) [7] and the theorem prover Isabelle [10].

Human operator knowledge in EOFMC is embedded in task structures (including strategic knowledge specifying when activities can execute). To support model checking analyses with modeled human knowledge of the automation, we have modified the relational abstraction approach of [16] so that we can assert a relation as our model. This is sufficient for our purposes because our relations are conservative (i.e., admit more behaviors than would an accurate model). We construct very approximate models to begin with, then, if we discover an interestingly anomalous scenario (e.g., one in which the pilot’s mental mode is “descend” but the airplane is climbing), we refine the model until the scenario becomes realistic or is found to dissolve as an artifact of excessive approximation. Once we have developed a realistic scenario with the model checker, we attempt to reproduce it in a high-fidelity simulation.

To identify and model safety properties, we use the protection envelope [8, 18-19] (Figure 2). Safe sequences are those in which the actions of the operator and system never lead to a domain-dependent concept of loss. Sequences that are not safe are hazardous. Effective sequences are ones in which a domain-dependent concept of progress is accomplished. Among these are the recommended sequences in which the operator follows the steps in the task description. There may be ways to make progress that are not recommended. For example, the recommended procedures might describe one of many ways to meet the goal, where those not recommended ways might be hazardous. Warned sequences are not always hazardous; they are often aimed at making a sequence non-hazardous by enabling the system designer to make key assumptions about operator behavior. In protected sequences, the operator may vary from recommended or effective procedures without straying into hazardous territory. We envision this “protection envelope” as an engineered set of properties of the system that form a specified subset of safe behaviors—that is not safe by luck but rather safe by design.
The protection envelopes can be succinctly specified by using logical properties. We use Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [11] formulae for this purpose. LTL formulae are usually checked against finite state automata. However we need a model that can identify different entities, the actions performed by different entities in different situations and is able to capture the evolution of the system through the combined actions of the entities. The model offering all these characteristics is the Concurrent Game Structures (CGSs) [1], a type of automata that moves from state to state according to the actions of a set of agents. Specifying the protection envelope using LTL allows us to verify inclusion of a behavior in the protection envelope by simply checking whether the CGS corresponding to that behavior satisfies the protection envelope property [18].

With respect to simulation trace analysis, we can formally encode and analyze traces to assess safety and effectiveness requirement conformation [17]. Our work demonstrates that, with the help of faithful abstractions, we can obtain valuable insights about simulated traces from the formal verification procedures irrespective of the size of the simulation traces. The combination of simulation trace generation and formal verification provide feedback that may (i) assess the appropriateness of the requirement specifications, (ii) suggest possible infidelity in the simulation modules and (iii) delineate design errors in the original system.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED
While some analyses are exhaustive with respect to possible human action choices, others focus on representational and/or well established patterns of human operator deviations from normative behavior.

APPLICATIONS
We are using Continuous Descent Arrival (CDA) scenarios to drive our work. A CDA procedure allows aircraft to continuously descend from high altitude directly into the ILS glide slope without any level flight segment at low altitude. Conventional approach procedures typically employ periods of constant altitude and speed. These constant segments simplify the air traffic control tasks for spacing and sequencing traffic by providing periods of well-defined vertical and speed behavior. CDA aims to eliminate the level altitude segments and their associated thrust transients at low altitude in order to keep the aircraft higher and at lower thrust prior to intercepting the ILS, thereby reducing noise exposure on the ground below.

LIMITATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
The work described herein is part of on-going research. Not only do some of the methods require more development to become standalone tools, the integration of the methods into a coherent analysis framework requires more attention.
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ORIGIN AND UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES
User error is often systematic. It arises as a result of poor human-computer system design, either of interactive devices or of the socio-technical system in which the devices and their users are embedded. For example, when a nurse enters the wrong rate into an intravenous infusion pump it might be the nurse’s fault but it could also be poor pump design, poorly designed processes, wrong information from the pharmacy or wrong identification of the patient. The problem is to design resilient systems that prevent such systematic human error. Verification tools are required to support design, to provide evidence that design will reduce user error and harm, and to aid in the process of identifying the reasons why an incident occurred. We have explored a variety of approaches including: formal generic models of user behavior to analyze plausible user actions [22]; compliance of device interface behavior to interaction design principles [19, 20, 5, 11]; distributed cognition approaches to analyze information flows and the use of information resources in socio-technical systems [16, 17, 9]; systematic tool-based methods to help investigators identify systemic error conditions in the system during forensic investigations following adverse events [18]. Our approaches are built on top of two automated reasoning tools developed at SRI: the Symbolic Analysis Laboratory (SAL) [7] and the Prototype Verification Systems (PVS) [21].

Generic user model. Cognitive science knowledge is formulated as generic assumptions about plausible user actions. These assumptions are instantiated to both a device model and intended user activities. Our generic user model (GUM) takes this approach capturing generic assumptions relating to the salience of actions, the timing of actions and so on. This GUM is combined with a model of the device and the resulting system analyzed to detect possible erroneous paths where user goals are not achieved. Errors such as those arising from cognitive mismatches and performance issues have been explored for an intravenous infusion pump [26]. Errors arising from post-completion errors and other cognitive mistakes have been explored in relation to a fire engine dispatch system [22]. In both cases the results of the model have been compared with experimental data. The activity is carried out in close collaboration with cognitive psychologists.

Compliance to interaction design principles. Automated tools can help determine if interaction design principles have been consistently implemented in a device interface. An example of an interaction design principle we analyzed is predictability [19, 20]. Predictability concerns the ability of a user to determine the outcome of future interactions. It is an example of a formalizable design principle that has potential to be ‘generative’. That is it can capture relevant human factors concerns in such a way that software engineers can implement systems that are effective relative to those concerns [28]. When an interface does not comply with a design principle, precise insights can be obtained for answering questions such as: (i) What design changes could be applied to make the design compliant? An answer to this question may provide useful insights to device manufacturers about the effect of different features in interaction design. (ii) Under what conditions does the design become compliant to the design principle? An answer to this question would provide insights for user training, in that we can check whether a reasonably simple strategy exists (other than resetting the device for example) that allows one to circumvent envisioned issues.

Information flows in socio-technical systems. Information resources deployed in the environment constrain the activities carried out by individuals. These constraints, when semantically correct and tight enough, facilitate the analysis of plausible user trajectories and provide insights about how to design artefacts and devices so as to make the path to achieving a task apparent. Hutchins was one of the first to articulate these concepts in his distributed cognition framework [12]. The basic idea of distributed cognition is that cognitive activities of individuals are not confined in individuals’ heads, but span across artefacts and technologies. As such, cognitive activities are distributed throughout the whole system. Therefore, it is possible to reason about these activities by studying how information resources are generated, transformed and propagated within the system. We are carrying out this analysis in close collaboration with field investigators [16, 17].

Automated tools to support forensic investigations. Foren-
sic investigations following adverse events aim to identify the circumstances surrounding an incident. The ultimate aim of the investigation is to identify the latent factors that lead to an adverse event, and modify the system design so as to avoid the recurrence of similar events. In [18], we have explored a systematic tool-based approach that can help investigators to reason about systemic error conditions that caused an adverse event. The basic idea is that a systematic analysis of how available information resources (or the lack of them) may shape user action can help investigators focus on systemic causes rather than just on causal chains. The proposed approach uses a PVS higher order-logic model describing how information resources may have influenced the actions of those involved in the incident. Proof obligations generated by PVS are used to identify situations where available resources may afford unsafe user actions. This approach is not intended to replace existing accident analysis methods, such as the Australian Transport Safety Bureau investigation analysis framework [1], Ladkin’s Why-Because analysis [14], or Leveson’s STAMP [15]. Rather the aim is to further support the investigators’ awareness about the circumstances surrounding an incident, enhancing the final recommendations.

MODELED RELATIONSHIPS
The approaches we are using can capture human factors concerns at two different levels: at a micro-level, the human-machine dyad is analyzed in detail to identify plausible user behaviors and verify interaction design principles; at a macro-level, the wider socio-technical system is considered, and the modeled relationships consider the way information resources afford user actions. This wider perspective on the system is used both in a proactive way, to identify possible hazards linked to the use of information resources, and in a retrospective way, to analyze the circumstances surrounding an incident.

Plausible user behavior. In the context of modeling user behavior a model of the device is related to a generic model that captures user behavior by describing plausible actions. Thus, a relation is defined between device actions and user actions which is not necessarily identical. Properties of the GUM relate to characteristics of user actions, for example salience and the extent to which different notions of salience have priority over each other. This becomes important when exploring sequences of actions that are likely to be taken by users to achieve their goals. An example is associated with slip errors [22]. Slip errors can have severe consequences in safety-critical contexts. Often opportunities for making such errors can be reduced by good design. Despite there being several cognitive theories which account for routine procedural action, no attempt had been made to develop a method that specifically highlights designs that allow users to make systematic slip errors. We addressed the problem by describing a series of formal modeling experiments that aimed to capture, in an abstract way, the cognitive aspects of an infusion pump programming task. Our GUM was used to conduct these model-based experiments. The aim was to provide several plausible formal accounts of our experimental findings.

Our formal modeling experiments suggest that the Soft Constraints Hypothesis [10] is an appropriate explanation for why people select different programming strategies, leading to a good match between model predictions and experimental results. We also looked at the relation between the planning and reactive aspects in producing plausible user behaviors [25].

Interaction design principles. For the analysis of interaction design principles, in [19, 20] we have explored the possibility of verifying predictability of the interactive data entry system of commercial drug infusion pumps. Predictability is an interaction design principle that concerns whether a, possibly expert, user can determine the effect of an action on the basis of the persistent observable state of the device (e.g., what is shown on the device displays). In [5], we shifted the analysis from the interactive data entry system to the wider functionalities provided by the drug infusion pump, and verified interaction properties such as mode clarity and consistency of actions. Related work that directly links with ours includes: Degani and Heymann’s work [8], which describes a systematic approach for evaluating whether a device interface provides the necessary information for allowing operators to perform specified tasks correctly and reliably; Rushby’s work on mode confusion [27, 3], where model checking approaches are used for comparing plausible mental models developed by users and the actual implementation of the system; Bolton and Bass’ work [4], where SAL [7] is used to verify whether normative tasks are properly supported by device interface functionalities.

Information resources and user actions. When extending the analysis to the wider socio-technical system, we perform a systematic analysis of information flows as they happen in actual practice (e.g., according to what field investigators observe in contextual studies) and as described in normative behavior (e.g., according to written protocols and user manuals). The aim of the analysis is to help domain experts and field investigators to identify situations where the flow of information may afford wrong or unsafe user actions. In [16, 17], we demonstrated that a pragmatic and relatively simple use of the PVS [21] theorem proving system can support field investigators studying socio-technical systems by helping them to uncover latent situations linked to potential hazards due to the observed use of information resources. This analysis complements classical task-based analysis, such as that described in [4, 2], in that the focus is on how information resources are transformed and propagated within the system rather than on the sequence of activities carried out by individuals.

Retrospective analysis of resource constraints. In [18], we explored the possibility of developing a systematic tool-based method that raises questions about the circumstances surrounding an adverse event. The approach offers a practical and systematic way to apply a distributed cognition perspective to incident investigations, focusing on how available information resources (or the lack of them) may shape user action, rather than just on causal chains. This perspective sup-
ports a deeper understanding of the more systemic causes of incidents. The analysis is based on a higher order-logic model describing how information resources may have influenced the actions of those involved in the incident. The PVS theorem proving system is used to identify situations where available resources may afford unsafe user actions. The method is illustrated by re-analyzing some aspects of an accident involving a drug infusion pump [13]. The method found issues beyond that related to direct causes of the particular incident, as well as insight related to other issues that could lead to future mishaps. It is necessary however to carry out more case studies to further explore the benefits of our approach.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED
Our analysis considers multiple perspectives (from single human-automation interactions to the wider socio-technical system) and integrates formal methods and empirical studies with the aim to obtain a richer analysis of the interactive behavior of a system. We believe that multiple methods and empirical techniques are needed to analyze interactive systems, rather than a single modeling language and environment, as each approach can highlight a different aspect of the system. From the case studies analyzed to date, we have some evidence that formal methods and empirical studies are not alternative approaches for studying interactive systems, but instead they complement and refine each other. Others have also pointed out this concept in the past, see for instance [29].

APPLICATIONS
We used the generic user model to uncover errors and performance issues arising from post-completion steps and other cognitive mistakes in relation to an ATM cash point [23], infusion pumps [26] and a fire engine dispatch system [22]. We used the approach also for identifying potential security problems in authentication interfaces [24]. We applied the analysis of interaction design principles to detailed specifications of commercial drug infusion pumps [19, 20, 5, 11]. In [9], we applied a resource-based analysis to discover potential problems in the interface of a control process system model. This kind analysis has also been used in combination with field study data to study an emergency medical dispatch system [16, 17]. In [18], we re-analyzed some aspects of a medical incident described in a comprehensive investigation report involving a drug infusion pump [13].

LIMITATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
The approach to user modeling is still in its early stages, particularly in relation to the possibility of using this as a methodology for development. Several issues are currently being addressed to solve this problem.

1. Provide a way of assimilating appropriate cognitive principles into the GUM so that the resulting GUM is comprehensible and acceptable to psychologists giving confidence that appropriate assumptions have been made. By this means the models predictions can be compared with their experimental results.

2. Provide a framework to support the development of device models that capture properties of the device to be used experimentally at an appropriate level of abstraction.

3. Deal with the problems of scale in developing these models combining model checking and theorem proving technology.

The use of automated reasoning tools to support existing semi-structured methodologies also needs further development, particularly in relation to effective methods for feeding back proof obligations to non-experts in formal methods. In the case studies considered to date, the expressiveness of the PVS specification language makes it possible to overcome several pre-conceived ideas of field researchers about the possible limitations of translating informal descriptions into mathematical specifications. Also, the PVSio extension for animating specifications is allowing us to engage with field investigators, in a limited way, when checking the correctness of the specification. The packaging of automated reasoning tools is a major barrier when engaging with non-experts in formal methods. We are exploring ways to mitigate this by developing ad hoc GUIs, such as that of the IVY tool [6], that allow one to explore simulation traces or generate them interactively through simple push button style interfaces.
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ORIGIN AND UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES
Automated systems are increasingly complex, making it hard to design interfaces for human operators. Human-machine interaction (HMI) errors like automation surprises are more likely to appear and lead to system failures or accidents as testified by several cases detailed in the literature [9, 13, 16]. Researchers in psychology, human factors and ergonomics have been working on HMI issues for several years. Since the mid-1980s, researchers are investigating the use of formal methods to analyse behavioural aspects of HMI. Initially focused on the analysis of specific situations and on the system and its properties [17, 3], the field moved to more generic results based on theories like graph theory, model-checking or theorem proving [19, 2, 8].

Different questions might be asked in the analysis of HMI. The first kind of problem is the verification of some properties of such as: “May a system exhibit potential mode confusion for its operator?” or “No matter in which state the machine is, can the operator always drive the machine into some recover state?”. Another kind of problem is the generation of some elements that help in a correct interaction, such as user’s manuals, procedures and recovery sequences or user interfaces.

Recently, Degani et al. [11] pioneered a new approach consisting in the automatic generation of a user mental model for a system model described as a statechart. In this context, a mental model is not meant to capture a human cognitive model; rather, it is meant to capture the implicit and intended model of operation according to which the system developer designs the system.

The work we are pursuing follows the work of Degani et al. by defining formally the problem of automatic generation of a user mental model satisfying properties which allows a perfect user who follows that model exactly to operate the system without being surprised during the interaction. The definition of these properties, which we call full-control [7], and the development of corresponding verification and generation algorithms, is the core of our work.

This paper describes the proposed approach to formally analyse HMI. The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. The first section draws up the motivation of this work and poses the context and the problem that is tackled. The second section presents our techniques to generate automatically system abstractions. The next section presents briefly the prototype tool that has been developed. The fourth section discusses the ongoing work and perspectives for the proposed approach and finally the conclusion sums up our contribution.

MODELLED RELATIONSHIPS
Automatic generation of mental models needs to be driven by the intended characteristics of the resulting models. The full-control property [7] formalizes the following notion of a correct mental model: a user following a full-control mental model will know at any point how to command or observe the system to achieve a goal, based on the history of previous commands and observations performed. The models are formally represented as enriched labelled transition systems (LTS) where a distinction is made between the actions [12]. Commands are executed by the user on the system (inputs) and observations are controlled by the system and just observed by the operator (outputs). Internal actions are purely internal to the system, not observable by the user at all. All those aspects are detailed in [7]. In more recent work, we are also considering additional state-based observation and we show that those new enriched models can be translated into the initial framework. Figure 1 shows the graphical representation of a system model of a vehicle transmission system example coming from [11].

Generating a minimal full-control mental model from a given system model helps to get a better understanding of the system. The full-control property captures the knowledge an operator needs to have about a system to be able to control it properly. Such a mental model can be used to build training materials such as user manuals [18]. Providing a system that the user can learn, minimizing her memory load, and allowing her to operate it without error is a desirable usability property [15].

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED
This work proposes the full-control property to highlight an aspect of a good system abstraction which will ensure good
human-machine interaction. Algorithms to check that property and to generate minimal full-control system abstractions have been developed, based on a reduction approach [7] and also on a learning approach [5]. Also, an analysis methodology and an associated framework for using such algorithms in a practical setting to support the design and analysis of HMI systems are proposed in [4, 6]. The proposed framework can be used for modelling HMI systems and analyzing models against HMI vulnerabilities. The analysis can be used for validation purposes or for generating artifacts such as mental models, manuals and recovery procedures; it can also be used to help redesign or update a system model to avoid detected vulnerabilities.

The core contribution of this work is the automatic generation of minimal full-control system abstraction given a system model. As introduced in the previous section, the full-control property ensures that a user following a user mental model satisfying the property will always keep control of the system and furthermore will be able to execute all the possible interactions with the system. That is, if at any time during the interaction, a command can be executed on the system, the user will know it. Moreover if an observation occurs, the user will not be surprised as he will expect it according to his user mental model.

Two algorithms were developed in [7, 5], which are focused on the automatic generation of a minimal full-control mental model for a given system. The first is based on the definition of a bisimulation-based relation between the states of the system, stating which of them can be merged together because they can be handled similarly from the standpoint of the operator. The second uses a learning algorithm which iteratively builds mental model guesses. The algorithm relies on a teacher to answer whether proposed execution sequences must, may or cannot be part of the mental model. The teacher uses the system model to answer such queries.

Figure 2 shows the minimal full-control system abstraction for the vehicle transmission system example. As illustrated, the operator does not need to know the difference between the three high states of the system, and between the two medium states. For the low states, the operator must distinguish the three states in order to be able to control the system (according to the full-control property). In practice, it means that the operator must pay attention to the up and down observations in order to control the system.

APPLICATIONS

A prototype tool has been implemented in Java. The prototype is based on the Java Pathfinder (JPF) model-checker [1]. This section briefly presents the tool.

The first part of the framework aims at providing tools for encoding models using statecharts [10], a widespread graphical notation to model systems. The statecharts can be designed in any existing tool which supports export in XMI file, e.g. ArgoUML. The statechart is converted into a Java program encoding it, following the conventions of the JPF statecharts extension [14]. With that extension, the resulting Java program can be explored and used by the JPF model checker, for example to check temporal logic properties. Finally, the framework uses JPF with the JPF statecharts extension to explore all the transitions of the complete behaviour of the system and builds the full expanded LTS.

The second part of the framework consists of the analysis and mental model generation part. It is possible to check whether a mental model allows full-control of a given system. The tool takes two LTSs as input (a system and a mental model) and outputs true if the mental model allows full-control of the system and false otherwise. It is also possible to generate a minimal full-control mental model given a system model as input (provided such a model exists). Both algorithms from [7, 5] (reduction and learning) can be used. The tool produces an LTS corresponding to one minimal full-control mental model or says that no such model exists providing a problematic sequence from the system.

The benefit of using JPF is that it is a versatile model checker. It can therefore be used to perform additional types of analysis on the statechart model, for example application-specific safety properties as supported by the JPF framework.

The generation of minimal full-control system abstraction can be used in several phases of the design process. During the design of the system, the approach can be used to control if the system could be controlled through the existence of a minimal full-control abstraction. The system abstraction can also reveal clues about the system complexity as a mental model.
should not be ideally too large to fit in the human memory. One application of the proposed techniques is to help in the design phase so that system are designed in a way to ensure the possibility for an operator to control it without being surprised during the interaction.

LIMITATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Most system models used in the literature includes state-based observations. In the current framework, labelled transition systems are used which means that all the information is on the transitions. We are currently working on more general models where there is also information on the states. The first results tend to prove that this new problem can be translated in the current setting.

Full-control property may be too strong for some kind of analyses since it forces all the commands that are available on the system to be present in the user mental model. In some particular situations, what is interesting for the operator is to be able to only control a certain subset of the full behaviour of the system. We are currently exploring a variant of the full-control property where the user is not required to know exactly all the possible commands of the system but only those who are of interest to the user, for example described in a user task model.

This work describes a formal framework for the analysis of human-machine interactions, with a focus on controllability aspects of the system based on a distinction between commands and observations. The analysis is based on a formal characterization of an adequate control of the system by the user. That characterization, captured by the full-control property, is used as a validation criterion for system models during the design process cycle. The full-control property is a desirable property since it helps to prevent the operator from being surprised when interacting with a system. Two algorithms, one based on a reduction approach and one based on a learning approach, have been proposed. The framework has been implemented in Java within the JPF model checker environment.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a framework for the investigation and modeling of human spatial guidance behavior in complex environments. The model is derived from the concept of interaction patterns, which represent the invariances or symmetries inherent in the interactions between an agent and its environment. These patterns provide the basic elements needed for the formalization of spatial behavior and determine a natural hierarchy that can be unified under a hierarchical hidden Markov model.

ORIGIN AND UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES
Spatial behavior has been an active research topic in psychology and robotics over the past few decades. What fascinates researchers is the ability of trained humans to spontaneously generate behavior for problems that are often not tractable from a computational standpoint [1]. Take driving a car for instance, it involves a driver, a car (the driver and the car together can be taken as the agent), as well as the surrounding environment. All three have their own dynamics. The driver needs not only to comprehend the dynamics of each single component, but also needs to have a holistic understanding of the dynamics of the entire agent-environment system.

Furthermore, these types of problems generally involve processes that obey quite different principles. Sensing and perception are often considered to be probabilistic, while cognition and action are considered to be deterministic [2, 3]. A driver or pilot has to integrate all these processes while factoring in the overall goal of the task, e.g., driving to a specified location safely and as fast as possible.

Theories regarding the organization of behavior can be categorized into two main schools: model-based approaches and non-representational approaches. Most non-representational approaches like tau coupling [4], or more recently models based on information processing and dynamical principles [5], provide useful explanations of the perception-action loop in behavior. However, the behavior is almost always formulated in terms of some low-dimensional dynamics without specific meaning. Their main limitations is that they cannot explain complex behaviors involving the composition of several behaviors, such as those that result from more complex environments with a remote goal state.

Model-based approaches [6, 7], on the other hand, tend to focus either on the perception or the action side; they are rarely presented under a unified framework. If they are, they are most often based on the generic “sense-model-plan-act” model, which due to its rigidity makes it challenging to explain the flexible and adaptive capabilities of human spatial behavior.

This short paper only highlights the key concepts and results. For a comprehensive treatment of the concepts that we introduce, as well as the details regarding the experiments, the algorithms and the results, please refer to [8, 9, 10].

MODELED RELATIONSHIPS
Considering the range of complexities involved in the agent-environment dynamics and the perception-cognition-action processes, one of the fundamental question that need to be addressed in the study of spatial behavior is what aspects of these dynamics are fundamental in explaining how spatial behavior is organized. Our modeling framework is built on the analysis of the agent-environment dynamics as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) and focuses on the understanding and characterizing the emerging interaction patterns, and how these can then
help formalize the analysis of behavior and the development of a model like the HHMM shown in Fig.1(b).

Agent-Environment Dynamics and Interaction Patterns

The dynamics of an agent can be described as:

\[ \dot{x} = f(x, u) \]  

(1)

where \( x \in \mathcal{X} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n \) is the agent state, \( u \in \mathcal{U} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^m \) is the control law. In order for an agent to perform a guidance task, it should be able to perceive the world via \( i(t) = h(e(t)) \), where \( e(t) \) is the information and \( e \in \mathcal{E} \) is the environment state, which can be represented as \( e(t) = g(x(t)) \), and choose an appropriate action \( u(t) \) to bring itself from an initial state \( x_0 \) to a goal state \( x_f \). The process of choosing the right action can be written in the form of a control policy as \( u(t) = k(x(t), i(t)) \). Putting all these components together results in the following closed-loop agent-environment dynamics:

\[ \dot{x} = f(x, k(x, h(g(x)))) \]  

(2)

The collection of all the agent state trajectory, \( \{x(t) : t \in [t_0, t_f]\} \), together with the corresponding environment state trajectory, \( \{e(t) : t \in [t_0, t_f]\} \), with respect to this closed-loop dynamics is our formal definition of guidance behavior [9].

We can introduce two types of relationships over guidance behavior. One relationship \( \sim_g \) is defined by extending the concept of motion primitive [11]: two trajectories, \( \overline{s}_i^L \) and \( \overline{s}_j^L \), satisfy \( \sim_g \) if there exist a \( m \in \mathcal{M} \) and control histories, \( \overline{u}_i^L \) and \( \overline{u}_j^L \) such that:

\[ (\Psi(m, \overline{s}_i^L), \overline{u}_i^L) = (\overline{s}_j^L, \overline{u}_j^L) \]  

(3)

where \( L \in \mathbb{Z}^+ \), \( M \) is some finite-dimensional Lie group, and \( \Psi \) is the action of this group \( M \) on the state manifold \( \mathcal{X} \), \( \Psi := \mathcal{M} \times \mathcal{X} \to \mathcal{X} \). The following two conditions need to be held for all \( m \in M \), \( x \in \mathcal{X} \), \( e \in \mathcal{E} \), \( t \in [t_0, t_f] \) and all \( u \in \mathcal{U} \) in order to satisfies (3):

\[ \Psi(m, x^n(t; x_0)) = x^n(t; \Psi(m, x_0)) \]  

(4)

and

\[ \Psi|\mathcal{E}(m, e^n(t; e_0)) = e^n(t; \Psi|\mathcal{E}(m, e_0)) \]  

(5)

where \( \Psi|\mathcal{E} \) is the restriction of mapping \( \Psi \) in \( \mathcal{E} \) and it can be well defined on the assumption that the environment state can be written in the form of some relative quantities, \( e(t) = x(t) - x_r \). (4) implies that if \( t \to (x(t), u(t)) \) is an integral curve of (1), so is \( t \to (\Psi(m, x(t)), u(t)) \). (5) can be interpreted similarly.

The other relationship \( \sim_s \) is defined using the concept of causal state [12]:

\[ \overline{s}_i^K \sim_s \overline{s}_j^L \iff P(\overline{S} | \overline{s}_i^K) = P(\overline{S} | \overline{s}_j^L) \]  

(6)

for all semi-infinite \( \overline{S} = s_0s_1..., \) where \( K, L \in \mathbb{Z}^+ \) and \( P \) stands for probability. Since, in this paper, we are only concerned with deterministic systems, we can then assign \( P \) equal to one. In this setting, the state \( s_0 \) is then called a subgoal, in the sense that, from this state on, the two trajectories, \( \overline{s}_i^K \) and \( \overline{s}_j^L \), will follow the same trajectories \( \overline{S} \). We will drop the length variables \( K \) and \( L \) here and denote the members of any length in the set \( \overline{S} \) by \( \overline{s} \).

It can be easily verified that both \( \sim_g \) and \( \sim_s \) are equivalence relationships. Thus, if \( \overline{s} \in \overline{S} \), one type of equivalence class over \( \overline{S} \) can be defined in the following two steps (the order of these two operations is interchangeable):\( (\overline{s}^\prime) = \{ \overline{s}^\prime \in \overline{S} : \overline{s}^\prime \sim_s \overline{s} \} \) and \( [\overline{s}] = \{ [\overline{s}^\prime] \in [\overline{S}] : [\overline{s}^\prime] \sim_g [\overline{s}] \} \). Each equivalence class \( [\overline{s}] \) is called an interaction pattern to reflect the fact it captures invariances inherent in the agent-environment interactions.

For the guidance behavior of Dubins’ vehicle as shown in Fig. 2, the agent state and the environment state are invariant with respect to a translation and a rotation about a vertical axis, or to the actions of the symmetry group \( M = SE(2) \). Each element of \( M \) can be written in the form of a \( 3 \times 3 \) matrix \( m(\psi, t) \), with rotation angle \( \psi \) and the translation vector \( t = [t_x, t_y]^T \). For the example trajectories shown in Fig. 2, according to (3) and (6), we have \( \pi_1 \sim_s \pi_2 \) and \( \pi_3 \sim_g \pi_4 \). And taking the \( \sim \) equivalence (e.g., equating the two black trajectories) results in the partitions of the state space (encircled by obstacle boundaries, red and green lines, which correspond to the set of all trajectories can then be written as: \( \overline{S} = \{ \overline{s}_i^L : s_{i-L+1}, ..., s_i, s \in \mathcal{A}, L \in \mathbb{Z}^+, i \in \mathbb{Z} \} \). The controls can be quantized similarly.
to repelling and attracting manifolds, respectively [10]), and subsequently taking the \(\sim_g\) equivalence (e.g., equating the two purple trajectories) results in two interaction patterns: one corresponds to approaching the subgoals from the left, such as guidance behaviors in partition A, and the other corresponds to approaching the subgoals from the right, such as guidance behaviors in partition B. Actually, after a mirror reflection symmetry is added to group \(M\), only a single interaction pattern is left.

Experimental Investigation and Validation

Next we proceeded to investigate the agent-environment dynamics and validate the concept of interaction pattern using experimental data. The approach together with the necessary computational tools from machine learning, system identification and pattern recognition are summarized in the following five steps (I-V).

Experimental trajectory data was collected from agile guidance tasks performed with a miniature remote control helicopter [10] (Fig. 3) in our interactive guidance and control lab [13]. The data was represented as \(x^m(i), i = 1, \ldots N_m, n = 1, \ldots, N\) with \(N\) as the number of trajectories and \(N_n\) as the number of data point for trajectory \(n\). The helicopter planar rigid-body motion is fully characterized by four variables \(x^m(i), \xi^m(i), v^m(i), \psi^m(i)\), where \([x^m(i), y^m(i)]^T\) is the position, \(v^m(i)\) is the speed and \(\psi^m(i)\) is the course angle.

(I) Symbolic representation and subgoal identification: Transformation of the trajectory data into a symbolic representation and identifying pairwise subgoals based on the definition (6). The transformation is done by quantizing the state space into mutually exclusive cells according to \(q\). Each cell is a letter of the state alphabet \(A\). If a data point \(x^m(i)\) falls within a cell, it is represented by the corresponding letter \(s^m(i)\). Once the transformation is done for each data point, the original measurement data \(x^m(i), i = 1, \ldots N_m, n = 1, \ldots, N\) is transformed into its corresponding symbolic form as \(s^m(i), i = 1, \ldots N_m, n = 1, \ldots, N\).

(II) Subgoal clustering and trajectory segmentation: The extracted subgoals are clustered applying Isomap, multidimensional scaling and K-means methods. The experimental trajectories are then clustered into \(\sim_s\) equivalent segment clusters based on their membership subgoal. The original trajectory sample data are augmented by their memberships as follows:

\[
[x^m(i), \xi^m(i)]^T, i = 1, \ldots M_m, m = 1, \ldots, M
\]

with \(M\) as the number of trajectory segments, \(M_m\) as the number of data point for trajectory segment \(m\), and \(\xi^m(i)\) as the membership of data point \(x^m(i)\) with \(1 \leq \xi^m(i) \leq K^s\). The segmentation results for two tasks are shown in Fig. 3.

(III) \(\sim_g\) equivalence analysis: To prove that one segment cluster \(\xi_1\) is symmetric to another cluster \(\xi_2\) according to \(\sim_g\) equivalence definition (3) or they both belong to the same interaction pattern, it suffices to show that for any trajectory \(x^m(t; x_0)\) from cluster \(\xi_1\), there exists an action \(m\) from the symmetry group \(M\) and a trajectory \(x^m(t; x_0')\) from cluster \(\xi_2\) such that \(x^m(t; x_0') = \Psi(m, x^m(t; x_0))\) holds and all the \(m\)'s are the same, and vice versa. This evaluation was formulated as a parameter optimization problem. The matching results for two of the clusters are shown in Fig. 4.

(IV) Analysis of dynamical characteristics: The dynamical characteristics of guidance behavior in each segment clusters (as sample interaction patterns) is analyzed using piecewise affine (PWA) model [15]. A PWA system is defined by the

2The application of our clustering operation is based on the assumption that the “observed” subgoals extracted from step (I) are the expression of some “hidden” subgoals, where the number of hidden subgoals is much smaller than the observed ones. The distribution of the observed subgoals can be modeled by a mixture of Gaussians as follows [14].
Following state-space equations:

$$
\mathbf{x}(t + 1) = A_t \mathbf{x}(t) + B_t \mathbf{u}(t) + d_t, \quad \text{for } \mathbf{x} \in \mathcal{X}_t, \mathbf{u} \in \mathcal{U}_t
$$

where $$\{\mathcal{X}_t\}_{t=1}^T$$ and $$\{\mathcal{U}_t\}_{t=1}^T$$ are polyhedral partitions of $$\mathcal{X}$$ and $$\mathcal{U}$$ (each partition can be called a mode), and $$d_t$$ is the noise term. As shown in Fig. 5, for each segment cluster, three modes with distinguished characteristics can be identified. They are a starting mode (mode 3) $$m^s$$, a coasting mode (mode 1) $$m^c$$, and an approaching mode (mode 2) $$m^a$$.

(V) Meta-behavioral analysis: The transition among the segment clusters and their spatial boundaries are investigated based on general dynamical systems concepts. The transition boundaries among the patterns can be approximately characterized as attracting and repelling manifolds [9, 10]. The functional form of time-to-go (TTG) function is first learned from experimental data and then a wavefront method based on optimality principles can be used to derive the partitions: the subgoals are determined as the locations where the wavefront defined by the learned TTG function meet the vertices of obstacles; the repelling manifolds correspond to the locations where two wavefronts originating from either a goal or a subgoal meet; and the attracting manifolds correspond to subgoals and their directions are determined by the gradient of the wavefront. Fig. 6 shows the predicted partitions that result from this method compared to the original partitions.

**Integration under a Hierarchical Hidden Markov Model**

In summary, steps I and II correspond to taking the $$\sim_s$$ equivalence. Each extracted segment cluster can be seen as a sample interaction pattern. In step III, the $$\sim_q$$ equivalence of these segment clusters is evaluated. The results from the first three steps confirm that interaction patterns do exist in human guidance behavior and that they can be explained using equivalence concepts. Following, in step IV and V, the micro and macro organizational principles within and across these patterns are investigated. Here the results show that the transitions between modes within and across the patterns can be described through simple rules.

The analysis of guidance behavior based on interaction patterns suggests that guidance behavior follows a natural and systematic hierarchical organization. The overall system can be formalized using a hierarchical hidden Markov model (HHMM) as shown in Fig. 1(b). For the example in this paper, state $$\mathbf{x}$$ is taken as $$[x, y, v, \psi]^T$$ and the measurement is taken to be the same as $$\mathbf{x}$$. Mode $$m$$ can take on three values: $$m^s$$, $$m^c$$ and $$m^a$$. The edges or dependencies among $$m$$ and $$x$$ at different times, along with the Boolean mode switching node $$f^m$$, are learned in step IV. Together, they correspond to the PWA systems learned from the interaction patterns. Similarly, the edges among subgoals $$g$$ and the Boolean goal switching mode $$f^g$$ can also be learned from experimental data in step V.

**PROBLEM ADDRESSED**

Our method based on an analysis of the guidance behavior in terms of agent-environment dynamics enabled to identify that the keystone in the organization of spatial behavior represents the invariances inherent to guidance behavior. These were described as interaction patterns and then used to formalize the guidance behavior under a hierarchical HHMM.

Similar efforts of building formal models to study human behavior can also be found in vision [3] and motor control [6]. Our framework distinguishes itself by encompassing the entire perception-cognition-action loop. Furthermore, compared to some non-representational frameworks [4, 5], thanks to the hybrid nature of our model, our framework can be easily extended and generalized to investigate more complex scenarios and behaviors.

Our framework also provides an avenue for understanding the organizational mechanisms humans and animals may utilize in order to reduce the burden of planning as well as to enable flexible and adaptive behavior. Our model suggests that high-level planning can be performed using an interaction pattern library, which can be understood as the repertoire of guidance capability that accounts for the agent-environment interactions. The cardinality of this library is much smaller than that of the entire state space. The results also show that explicit details of the agent’s dynamics are not necessary for planning; it is how those dynamics manifest in the interaction patterns that really matter.

The HHMM model shows that once a composition of interaction patterns has been elaborated, the pilot must primarily monitor whether the subgoal corresponding to the currently employed interaction pattern is attained and whether the interaction pattern remains valid. As long as the goal is not attained, the same subgoal and information extraction law $$h(.)$$ and control law $$k(\ldots)$$ are applied. Once it is, a new subgoal, information extraction law $$h(\ldots)$$ and control law $$k(\ldots)$$ are initiated.

Finally, it is important to underscore, that our framework relies largely on a data-driven approach. Assumptions regarding the nature and mechanisms underlying guidance behavior are kept to a minimum; the knowledge used to build the key elements of our model is almost entirely derived from the invariances that exist in the interactions between the agent and
the environment. The details about the functional form of our interaction patterns, the number of them, the laws dictating the transitions between one pattern to the next could in principle all be learned from experimental data.

APPLICATIONS

The HHMM model provides both descriptive and predictive capacities. This makes it useful for a range of engineering and scientific applications. Being able to predict the pilot’s behavior and performance based on the environment, task and mission elements is relevant to a number of applications. The model could be used as part of an active cueing system. Predicting behavior allows to identify potential failure states and then alerting the pilot and/or switching control modality.

The hierarchic model delineates the relevant functions and levels of representation. This knowledge can be used to determine the different modalities of interactions available to an operator and will help determine the design specifications for a broader range of human-machine control modalities.

Another application for our framework is the development of novel planning and control algorithms for autonomous systems. For instance, one ongoing challenge in robotics is the brittleness of robot’s performance [2]. The gained knowledge of the principles that dictate the organization of spatial behavior will support our understanding of the adaptive guidance capabilities and in turn help design algorithms needed to operate in less structured and partially known environments.

LIMITATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Due to the limited number of scenarios, only the functional form of the time-to-go are learned while the organizational rule is assumed to follow some optimality principle. Although the prediction of the locations of subgoals and boundaries are reasonable, data from a broader range of experiments are needed to learn the high-level transition laws from experimental data.

In terms of development opportunities, the modeling framework provides a new way to study perceptual and control mechanisms. The organization of behavior based on the interaction patterns must be intimately linked to the perceptual mechanisms. In fact these patterns are the manifestation of the perception-action loop. We are currently conducting experiments with eye tracking device determine relationships between attention patterns and behavior. These experiments will help us account for the specific perceptual mechanisms in the agent-environment model.

Following the same vein, the functional description provided by the model makes it possible to understand what potential measurements can be used to investigate operator workload and attention. Brain imaging and brain activity analysis is still often treating the brain as a black box. Our hierarchic model provides a more precise picture of the type of activation levels (control, perceptual, planning) expected as a function of the stage in the task.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper introduces an early framework intended to support the retrospective analysis of the inter-organizational and organizational precursors to safety critical automation. Notably, beyond its intended benefits, automation brings a set of undesired effects or anomalies on practitioners’ performances. The framework is helpful to understand how and why organizations may end up deploying automated systems presenting such anomalies, and how they can possibly became able to control them. Consistent with the area of organizational resilience [1-3], the framework aims at helping organizations to monitor their blind spots and update their risk models on safety critical automation. This can help them to avoid a drift into poor development and implementation. The knowledge generated by the framework is intended to be exploited by managers and policy makers for identifying potential joint blind spots in the organization(s) they oversight, and for facilitating corrective actions in relation to automation deployment programs and policies.

PROBLEM ADDRESSED
Notably, automation deployment in safety critical systems has been plagued with a set of undesired effects on practitioners’ performances [see e.g. 4; 5-7]. Anomalies or flaws on the human automation interface have been documented over a variety of industries, and include, for instance, the ineffective redistribution of practitioners’ workload, the presentation of nuisance or ambiguous alerts, error-inducing displays, information prone to unintended and undesirable uses. Besides disrupting operational practices, such automation related anomalies are also critical as they might introduce new types of complex system failure [see e.g. 8].

Despite the availability of user centered philosophies and methods, organizations deploying safety critical automation are still exposed to the risk of deploying problematic human automation interaction. Hence, besides process–based (mechanistic) explanations of automation failure (e.g. ‘lack of user involvement’, ‘poor consideration of end user requirements’, ‘lack of training,’ ‘designers error’ [see e.g. 9; 10; 11], it is important for organizations to develop broader holistic explanations of how and why they might end up deploying and operating suboptimal automated tools. This might sensitize them over their joint blind spots and areas of biased decision-making influencing the development, adoption, implementation, and operation of novel technology. At the same time, this is not an easy task because much theorizing on organizational failure has focused on the social and organizational precursors to accidents and disasters, but not on automation or Human Machine Interaction (HMI) failure specifically.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The framework focuses on the qualitative modeling of the (inter) organizational response to automation anomalies related to a given automated tool. By (inter) organizational response it is meant the way an automation anomaly gets identified, interpreted, debated, transmitted across the diverse hierarchical levels and organizational boundaries of the social system influencing automation development, adoption, and implementation, in a given industry. Notably, such social system can be quit complex, including end users, designers, human factors and safety experts, international standard developers, regulators (national and international), unions, software vendors, etc. Each of these organizational actors might influence the design of the tool, as well as policies, regulations and standards related to it.

The response might be optimal, in that these organizational actors have the commitment, structure, resources, and expertise to “detect” a given anomaly, classify it as a relevant safety, HMI or human factors issue(s), and ultimately implement and monitor the related remedial action(s). Alternatively, the response might be suboptimal, in that the same organizations are unable to control a given anomaly. Examples from literature on disasters show that a safety critical anomaly may remain undetected or ambiguous for years despite being noted, or, if known, might get accepted as normal under existing models of risks, such as for the Challenger O-ring erosion and the Columbia foam strikes [12].
Ultimately, such definition of organizational response builds on socio-technical models of safety risk management [3; 13], literature on technological innovation systems [14; 15], and works on sociological analysis of anomalies and threats evolution within organizations [16-18].

In order to produce an explanation of the ‘organizational response’ to automation–anomalies, it is necessary to focus on the historical evolution of an automated tool and its anomalies within the social system adopting that tool. Such historical–organizational focus is needed for understanding the insiders’ rationale behind decisions and events that, albeit having influenced design, adoption, implementation, and operational aspects apparently well, might have inadvertently induced the occurrence of ‘uncontrolled’ automation anomalies on the tool in use. Overall, this retrospective investigative process is characterized by a ‘dual focus’:

1. On the one hand the viewpoints of the operators at front end of the work system, i.e. the intended users of automation, such as air traffic controllers or pilots. Their view is needed to understand the actual role of the tool in use, the possible conflicts with the operational practice, the potential for unintended use, and so on.

2. On the other hand, the viewpoints of the other stakeholders at the blunt end, i.e. supervisors, managers, R&D directors, national and international regulators, policy makers [19]. These latter views are needed to understand, for instance, the interests, the rationales, the cultural frames, and the organizational objectives behind the decisions to develop, adopt, and implement the tool.

MODELED RELATIONSHIPS

Within the social system engaged in the adoption of a given automated tool, the framework allows analysts and policy makers to consider the following dynamics:

1. How knowledge and expertise (i) are developed by or (b) have flown into the organizations adopting a novel piece of automation. The development of the capabilities to set up a novel piece of automation is a challenging task and depends on the specific innovation strategy that can be enforced and sustained within a given organization. For instance, within the European Air Traffic Management (ATM) system, a large service provider might be pioneering automation deployment having internal in-house resources needed to perform R&D concerning the development and parameterization of a specific tool. When such resources are lacking, other (smaller) adopters might opt for an imitation strategy, with a focus on integrating the expertise needed to set up the alarm that is available somewhere outside of the company. Expertise acquisition might be realized, for instance, through personnel poaching, participation in networks of expertise, cross-transfer of personnel, assistance from external consultants. Not accounting for how the knowledge and expertise needed to set up an automated tool can be generated and diffused across the organizations operating in a given industry, leaves room for both problematic local implementations, e.g. automated alarm plagued with a high rate of false alarms [20], and asymmetrical performances at system wide level.

2. Integration between (a) software vendor and (b) service provider. Effective integration, between a software vendor selling safety critical automation and the organization purchasing and deploying it, is a key component for ensuring the efficient implementation of an automated tool. While a successful integration requires an optimal blend of software development/parameterization expertise (vendor) and operational expertise (client), problems might arise due to incomplete contracting, poor alignment, presence of hidden costs, lack of experience with the specific system on the client side, the vendor, or both. For instance implementation might turn out to be more challenging than expected, while the vendor willingness to accommodate client’s requests decreases as the project reaches the contractual end [20]. Or again, the novel piece of automation might be out of the scope of existing regulations, so that the manufacturer might opportunistically adapt some components from a previous client site, which however may poorly fit with the actual client’s operational context. Noteworthy, quality assurance practices (e.g. development and maintenance of safety and/or human factors case, adoption of user centered design processes) might receive inadequate attention by the software vendor and the client organization if not mandatory under existing legislation. Ultimately, not only an organization may end up with a suboptimal implementation, but existing contractual obligations might even prevent quick recovery actions. So, one regulatory implication following the analysis of software vendor-service providers integration in a safety critical domain could consist in tracing software vendor performance and in defining vendors black lists similar to those already contemplated in civil aviation.

3. Balance between (a) incentives for adoption and (b) availability of control mechanism. This aspect can be observed both at international and national levels. For instance, incentives and target objectives mandating or promoting the adoption of novel automation, as defined for instance by international modernization programmes (e.g. SESAR in Air Traffic Management), should be balanced by the presence of proper regulations and guidance material. In one of our cases, concerning the European ATM system, we detected that this might not be the case and that initial efforts to promote the widespread adoption of an alarm system across the ANSPs of different countries might not be matched by the existence of appropriate standards and regulations. In turn, this opened the way to asymmetric implementations across different countries. Analogous
dynamics might occur at local company level: the company adopting the tool might be oriented towards the acquisition of the latest and most sophisticated technology available on the market, for instance because of cultural reasons (this is the choice rewarded by senior management) or political reasons (there is a need for the company to claim to have an efficient infrastructure in place), ultimately paying little attention to the operational needs of end users.

4. Structure of HMI and Safety Debates. Ideally, in an optimal organizational learning situation, HMI and safety issues are openly debated by organization members. The organization should promote open confrontation and revision of the assumptions and worldviews held by different organization members about (ambiguous) issues raised by the introduction and operation of novel automation. However, this might not be the case. For instance, during the introduction of a novel automated tool, there might be a tendency for staff (i) to de-rate some relevant HMI and safety issues to avoid holding up the project; (ii) to delay addressing some issues under the assumption that these might be solved through future training and procedures, when this may not be the case in fact; (iii) to ignore valuable safety ideas because no one has time to listen, as this might produce additional delays. [21.] In these cases, effective confrontation on safety issues is mostly inhibited by activities oriented toward short-term productivity and commercial objectives, with the end result of leaving potential issues yet to be addressed when the final automated will enter operation.

Furthermore, debates might be plagued by a tendency to keep premises out of scrutiny and to solve lack of consensus by mean of power differences. Such tendencies are known to inhibit organizational learning. Not explicating the premises behind the courses of action intended by different parties hampers confrontation, ultimately leaving opposing parties trapped in conflicting positions [22]. Solving lack of consensus through the use of informal or formal power relationships means that the dominant party will ultimately judge what is the most appropriate interpretive frame to adopt over an ambiguous issue [23]. In our analysis of the Safety Recommendations issued by the National Transportation Safety Board to the Federal Aviation Administration and targeting a ground alarm system (the MSAW) [25], we observed the two mentioned tendencies to contribute to keep one safety debate between the two agencies focused over an issue—alarm design improvement—that was offset from the central problem—the frequent exposure to nuisance alerts. This misalignment lasted for nearly three decades.

APPLICATIONS
To date, the proposed framework has been retrospectively applied to in two in-depth investigations focused on (a) identifying the inter-organizational and organizational precursors to problem the European Air Traffic Management System [20; 24] and on (b) identifying the inter-organizational sources of inaction over problematic alarm implementation in the US Air Traffic Management System [25].

LIMITATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
At the present stage the framework is grounded on two case studies only, therefore we plan to refine it through subsequent case studies, within and beyond ATM. This strategy is expected to improve the reliability of the framework and refine the modeled relationships. Also, we plan to involve policy makers and planners of automation initiatives to evaluate the potential and usefulness of the framework as a reflective tool in the support of automation programmes and policies.

It should be noted that one factor limiting the improvement of the framework is the scarcity of data on automation failure in safety critical domains. While theorizing on organizational disasters can rely extensively on official investigation reports, produced by accident investigation bodies, the same cannot be said in relation to unsuccessful or failed automation implementations. The official investigation of this latter class of events does not appear to be an institutionalized practice yet, especially when no accident or near miss has unveiled a criticality with the automated system in question. Hence, events of automation failure live mainly on the narratives ad memories of insiders, who in turn might be reluctant to openly discuss failure occurred within their organizations, unless this is very distant in time.
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ABSTRACT
User interfaces take an important role in commercial success of past and future aircraft programs. They have a direct influence on flight safety, crew members opinion of the aircraft and the efficiency of aircraft operations. As computing power and complexity of systems increase, user interfaces must become more and more effective in order to allow human operators to deal with this complexity. The goal of this project is to develop a formal language which will enhance the development process, verification and validation of these user interfaces.
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ORIGIN AND UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES
Critical embedded UIs (user interfaces) conception is a discipline which lies at the limits of two software engineering domains: embedded software development and user interface development. As a consequence, critical embedded user interfaces must comply with a set of conflicting constraints coming from these two different domains.

While embedded software makes robustness a priority, UIs must be flexible and configurable. While embedded systems have limited resources, UIs must be complete and integrate lots of functionalities. While critical software have strong timing constraints, UIs must be user friendly and let the user interact at his own pace. While critical systems are often real-time, UIs are mostly event-driven.

This set of conflicting constraints is a strong limitation for critical UIs, and makes their development particularly costly and time-consuming.

The apparition of model-based development has been a big leap ahead for non-critical UI development, allowing for more complex UIs to be designed in a quicker and cheaper way. However, critical UIs did not really profit yet from this new fresh air. They indeed lack development methodologies and tools which would be compatible with safety requirements while allowing quick and efficient development.

A good critical UIs development process should take into account the methods and tools in use for both of these domains (see Fig. 1).

This project tends to make a constructive use of formal methods in critical UIs development. As so, it relies on previous works on this subject. Many works were already performed on formal modelling of software aspects of UIs by suggesting two main approaches.

The first one is based on proof systems where a model of the system is described by sets of variables, sets of operations, sets of events, timing properties and invariants. Operations must preserve invariants and properties. To ensure the correctness of these specifications, proof obligations are generated and must be proved. So, for example, Z and VDM were used to define atomic structures of interactions ([11], [12]) and HOL (High Order Logic Theorem Prover) was used to check user interface specification ([7]). B system was also used for the an incremental specification design of interactive systems ([3], [2]).

The second one is based on the evaluation of logical properties of a system on a state transition system. This technique was used, for example, to verify formally with SMV some
properties of interactive systems ([8]). Model checking was used in ([14],[5]) where the user and the system are modelled by object Petri nets (ICOs). In [15], Murϕ is used for modelling an autopilot system and a mental model in order to analyse cockpit interfaces and to detect some potential problems. Model checking was also coupled with static analysis of program codes in [10] or [9] to extract and abstract a formal model of an interactive system and to check various properties on it modelling and analysis of human-automation interaction has also been demonstrated [6].

This project aims at inverting the approach in [10] or [9] by defining a language which would allow to formally describe model the behaviour of UIs. The model perimeter is the *dialog controller* and *Logical interaction* of the UI Arch Model from [4]. The model will be using abstractions to perform model checking on the high level behaviour of UIs.

**MODELLED RELATIONSHIPS**

The language goal is to model the UAs (*user applications*) which are applications that comply with the ARINC 661 Specification. ARINC 661 is the industry standard for Cockpit Display System Interfaces to User Systems [1].

This formal language would take into account aspects of both abstract UIs and embedded systems:

- UIs (structure, internal behaviour, human interaction, interface with systems)
- Critical systems (resources footprint, timing constraints, reliability, integrity)

A typical model specified using this language would be a closed system, with a static structure, interacting with two types of abstract external objects (see Fig. 2):

- Display System (e.g. CDS (*Cockpit Display System*))
- Application (e.g. Other aircraft application)

The system would be specified by organizing abstract components in order to generate the desired behaviour. The modelled system would then allow to generate different projections:

- Models to be checked
- ARINC 661 compliant code
- Test cases and scenarios for validation

**PROBLEMS ADDRESSED**

As of today, in order to pass qualification, UIs must undergo a massive, long test procedure, like many other pieces of embedded software. However, the fact that UIs interact directly with humans makes the conception process much heavier. Indeed, fully automatic generation of UIs still does not yield satisfactory results, and extensive automatic testing is not possible (see Fig. 3).

As a consequence, UIs have to be tested manually during the verification and validation phases. Since these tests happen at the end of the conception loop, errors found during manual tests can become excessively costly to correct, needing to get back in the conception loop.
New tools have been developed in order to enhance this heavy process. Some of these tools can be used in order to generate an abstract model of the UI, taking its code as an input, allowing to perform formal validation on the implemented UI [9]. Other methods allow to specify UIs using specific languages in order to validate critical parts [13].

However, a common language allowing an efficient collaboration of these different tools does not exist yet. That is why critical UIs development process can become complex and costly (see Fig 4).

Progress toward a straightforward conception process (see Fig 5) is required to the conception of future UIs. The existence of a formal language taking into account all the aspects of critical UIs (see Fig 1) would greatly help to fulfil this goal.

APPLICATIONS

The application field of this formal language will be formal specification, verification and validation of ARINC 661 compliant UAs.

By enhancing the development process, this approach aims at reducing development costs of critical UIs. The approach could allow to shorten testing phases and to reduce development cycles time.

LIMITATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

The language will be limited to embedded critical UIs complying with the ARINC 661 specification. Thus, the following limitations will exist:

- Graphical user interfaces only
- No dynamic instantiation of widgets (UI structure specified at conception time, no modifications at run time)
- No concern about rendering and other low level concerns (Dealt with the CDS, outside of our scope)

In a first approach, we will target the work around modelling the complexity of UI dynamic behaviour, dropping the following concerns:

- Look&Feel (formatting, colouring, screen structure)
- Human factors (usability analysis, ergonomics)

However, the language will be designed to be as expandable as possible, in order to ease future developments.
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INTRODUCTION
Two aspects of our research concern the application of formal methods in human-computer interaction. The first aspect is the modelling and analysis of interactive devices with a particular emphasis on the user device dyad. The second is the modelling and analysis of ubiquitous systems where there are many users, one might say crowds of users. The common thread of both is to articulate and prove properties of interactive systems, to explore interactive behaviour as it influences the user, with a particular emphasis on interaction failure. The goal is to develop systematic techniques that can be packaged in such a way that they can be used effectively by developers. This “white paper” will briefly describe the two approaches and their potential value as well as their limitations and development opportunities.

THE ANALYSIS OF INTERACTIVE DEVICES

Origin and Underlying Principles
This research has been concerned with the analysis of interactive devices such as medical infusion pumps, in-car air conditioning systems and flight management systems. In order to analyse these devices a tool has been developed (IVY) [3] which provides a front end to a model checker. The aim has been to develop models using a simple notation that is orientated around action, producing a textual representation of a finite state model. These device models are then subjected to systematic analysis using properties based on a set of standard templates. Counter-examples that are generated are visualised in a format that aims to ease mutual exploration with domain and human factors specialists. The IVY tool supports this approach to the analysis of interactive systems in a number of ways.

• IVY supports the editing of models. These models are described in Modal Action Logic (MAL) which is a deontic logic of actions that allows focus on the actions that the user engages in when using the device. The tool translates MAL models into SMV [6] and invokes NuSMV [5] to check properties of the model.

• IVY provides property patterns and the means of instantiating property templates associated with the patterns. The patterns are designed to probe aspects of the interactive behaviour of the device systematically in a process that is similar to the application of “usability heuristics”. By using the IVY property editor it is possible to define a battery of properties to which the device can be subjected. These properties explore mode as well as the relationship between attributes of the device and what is visible about the device.

• IVY provides a trace visualizer that eases the exploration of counter-examples when properties fail. These counter-examples provide material for scenarios that can depict problematic situations in the use of the device.

This tool has also been used to explore the use of information resources to restrict analysis to paths that are “plausible” from the perspective of human factors or domain specialists [8]. Information resource constraints make explicit the information that it is assumed the user will use in order to help decide what to do next to achieve a goal.

Modelled Relationships
These models of interactive devices focus on actions. Models are designed to make explicit whether or not a state attribute or action is visible to a user. State attributes and actions have also been added to the model to capture the activities and meta-variables that reflect the use for which the device is intended. These activities and meta-variables will have been determined by studying the work that the device is designed to be embedded within. Properties checked of the model include determining the relation between attributes specified to define modes and those that indicate variables that are relevant to modes. Properties are also concerned with determining that intended goals of the
device are reachable subject to resource constraints in order to generate plausible paths that can be further explored by domain and human factors experts.

Problems Addressed
The central problem of this work is to provide a systematic means of analysis of interactive systems that is objective and can be performed by analysts who are not experts in the use of formal methods. A number of standard patterns have been developed that can be instantiated for the model in question using the IVY tool. Traces of counter-examples are visualized to aid the construction of appropriate scenarios.

One example of such a standard property is whether the user of a device can recover from a wrong action. This property has a standard template and can be expressed in CTL [6] as:

\[ AG(\text{attribute} = \text{value} \rightarrow AX(\text{action1} \rightarrow EX(\text{action2}) \& AX(\text{action2} \rightarrow (\text{attribute} = \text{value})))) \]

The Alaris infusion pump (one of the systems studied) includes chevron buttons that allow the incrementing or decrementing of data as it is entered. This property template can be instantiated by applying it to single chevron up buttons and single chevron down buttons \( \text{sup} \) and \( \text{sdow} \). When the device is in a mode determining infusion rate entry \( (\text{entrymode} = \text{rmode}) \) when the infusion rate is not locked \( (!\text{rlock}) \) the property is expressed as:

\[ AG((\text{infusionrate} = \text{IVAL1}) \& \text{entrymode} = \text{rmode} \& !\text{rlock}) \rightarrow AX(\text{sup} \rightarrow (EX(\text{sdow}) \& AX(\text{sdow} \rightarrow \text{infusionrate} = \text{IVAL1}))) \]

IVAL1 is a meta-variable that ranges over the possible values of \text{infusionrate}.

Applications
Recent work has concerned the development of models of medical infusion pumps developed by three manufacturers [3,4]. These designs are the result of interesting and in some cases subtly different design decisions. Two large models have been constructed. The models reuse a common module that captures the characteristics of the underlying pump. Both models have been analysed using a battery of properties that have been instantiated for the two models so that similar properties can be checked of the two devices. The applicability of the tool in the aerospace context is also being investigated.

Limitations and Development Opportunities
MAL provides a notation that coincides well with the interaction structure of scalable systems. However the size of the models generated if interaction details are to be captured can be very large and this means that model checking is either impossible in ordinary available computer technology or requires turn around times of hours rather than minutes. Off the shelf model checkers do not exploit the multi-processor capabilities of modern computers. An alternative approach that is being explored is to translate models systematically into the specification language of PVS so that properties that are most appropriate for theorem proving, particularly concerned with the visibility of aspects of the underlying state of the model, can be proved more efficiently than would be possible using model checking. Early steps towards this work can be found in [7]. Theorem proving remains a relatively difficult procedure and therefore standard formats and procedures are also being explored, to make it easier for analysts to develop models and prove properties.

Even if MAL is well suited to model large systems, two further issues related to the modelling approach deserve attention.

- On the one hand the use of IVY requires that a model be developed for the sole purpose of carrying out the analysis. This represents a significant barrier towards adoption, especially in HCI. Solving this means either finding alternatives to the (semi-) automated development of the models, or alternative notations that better integrate into a development process. In the first case, work has been done in reverse engineering user interface code with the goal of producing models of the supported interaction [13]. However, this means that the analysis can only be performed once the system has been (at least partially) developed. An interesting alternative would be to consider the generation of models from the design artefact. Storyboards are envisaged as a possibility (indeed tools such as CogTool [11] use a similar approach). In the second case, a tabular version of the language – with lines representing actions, and columns representing attributes – could be envisaged as a more “engineer friendly” notations to express the models, see for example [1].

- On the other hand, the step from analysing the model to certifying the final system remains a challenge.

THE ANALYSIS OF MOBILE AND UBIQUITOUS SYSTEMS

Origin and Underlying Principles
This research is concerned with the analysis of systems that combine public displays and hand-held personal devices. These systems provide relevant and tailored information to users in physical environments such as hospitals, shopping malls, airports or office environments. The success of such systems depends on effective testing and user evaluation. They must be natural to users, enabling an enhanced experience of the place in which the system is situated. The evaluation of these systems is often impractical within their designed target environments. We are exploring predictive models of the interactive behaviour of these environment designs that include an understanding of the proposed context. Properties are required that relate to how the smart environment enhances or otherwise the collective user experience of complex spaces.
Modelled Relationships
Systems are described as activities in PEPA [10]. To illustrate the modelled relationships a smart system will be briefly illustrated that supports, by means of public displays, visitor routing to a particular location, where the system is aware of the location and destination of visitors.

The PEPA model consists of processes modeling the behavior of visitors, arbitrators, slot managers, slots and places. Slots and places are instantiated for each particular location. The display consists of a number of slots. The slot manager and the arbitrator, in each location, ensure that requested information is displayed and that no two slots show the same information. Groups of visitors are defined with the same starting location and final destination. For example, a visitor starting in location $a$ and heading for location $d$ first tries to get a place in location $a$ where it is possible to see the display ($lasd$ is the action of trying to acquire a place in location $a$). Once a place has been acquired the visitor engages in action $laee$ to find out where to go next. The request is engaged as soon as there is an available display slot that displays the information. When the information is displayed the visitor releases the place in location $a$ (action $lasu$) and receives the information (i.e. any of the matching destinations in the process $VisEdRec$).

The visitor then proceeds to the indicated next location (e.g. $VisEdtoLb$ means that the incomer with final destination $d$ now first needs to proceed to location $b$). The arrival at the final destination is modelled by the process that remains in the state $VisEdArrived$ forever.

\[
VisEyLoLx = (lxsd, s).(lxey, a).(lxsu, s). VisEyRecx \\
VisEyLoLy = (leya, s).(lyea, a).(lysu, s). VisEyArrived \\
VisEyRecx = (eexle, r).VisEyLoLe + \\
(eexle, r).VisEyLoLa + \\
(eexle, r).VisEyLoLb + \\
(eexle, r).VisEyLoLc + \\
(eexle, r).VisEyLoLd \\
VisEyArrived = (nop, a). VisEyArrived
\]

The model of a visitor has three rate parameters, modeling the average time needed to perform the related activity. The average duration of activities is defined by their rates. Rates are assumed to be measured in minutes. So, for instance, letting $s = 10$ implies that the average time a visitor needs for sitting down or standing up is 6 sec. (i.e. 0.1 min.). Rate $a = 2$ models the average time a visitor needs to make a request equal to 30 seconds. The rate $r = 1$ models the average time to receive the requested information equal to 1 minute. It is further assumed that visitors are arriving over a certain period of time and heading for different destinations.

A number of factors could have an impact on the person, or people, in the environment affecting their experience of it. The relevance of these factors depends on physical context. Prior to analysis they could be assessed through some form of user evaluation which can be converted into properties of the model. These factors could include:

- visibility and interpretation of display directions
- continuing visibility of directions whatever the user’s location
- sense of progress towards the destination
- ability to remember the route having completed it once
- a broader sense of the building and the facilities it offers
- how long to wait before the display is relevant to them (either in terms of time or number of refreshes of the display)
- guaranteed time to arrival
- impact if many users need to recover from some scheduling change due to congestion in the environment
- a sense of congestion, that there are too many people in the surrounding space

Preliminary results have involved using fluid flow models of the systems to provide average behaviors. For example, notions of congestion can be addressed by exploring the arrival of visitors to various locations in the building.

Problems Addressed
We are interested in stochastic properties of systems involving multiple people, that is crowds of people interacting with the system [9,12]. The technique uses PEPA and a combination of fluid flow and simulation techniques.

We have also explored a mixed approach connecting formal (Petri-net based) models of the ubiquitous systems with virtual reality simulations of the target environment in order to support different levels of analysis, from empirical studies to formal verification [14].

Applications
Early applications have included the exploration of emergency egress in an office building and out-patient behaviour in the context of a hospital department.

Limitation and Development Opportunities
This work is in early stages. The results relating to emergency egress are promising [12] and have produced results that are consistent with other simulations of the
same emergency egress problem. There are several opportunities for future work and limitations to overcome. For example,

- The work is based on a stochastic process algebra (PEPA) [10] and the notation is not conducive to the expression of large models. Relatively small models are quite unwieldy to represent. We are however working on alternative approaches to developing simulations that may be more expressive and scalable.
- The semantics of the approach is based on exponential memory-less distributions and this approach may not be the most appropriate for the kind of problems we wish to tackle. PEPA uses fixed rates rather than functional rates and many of the scheduling problems, that can be solved dynamically using a smart environment to improve flow, require functional rates
- We need to quantify the characteristics of these environments that capture the experience that people within the environment. We can measure flow in terms of delay or slack time for example, but how do we quantify the frustration that users suffer? There are models of emotion that might help us here [15].
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REFERENCES
ORIGIN AND UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES

Interactive systems are particular reactive systems where inputs and outputs are linked to user. This explains why the first approaches in formal modelling such systems tried to catch interactive systems dialog by describing the inner states of the systems and how events can impact inner states. Parnas [21] was one of the first to use formal methods based on finite state machines (FSMs) for the specification of human computer interaction issues.

State based formalisms provide a description of all of the states a system can be in and the transitions between these available states. By doing so, such formalisms allow to take into account the interaction context and are therefore more adequate for modelling interactive applications where user’s actions play a central role.

FSMs or finite automata are a mathematical formalism which offers a graphical representation of models. The models formally represent the behaviour of a system considered as the composition of states, transitions and actions. Extensions to this formalism have been made to deal with its constraints. For example, Recursive Transition Networks (RTN) [24] provides hierarchical relationships between state machines, Augmented Transition Networks (ATN) also defined by Woods [24] allow the use of preconditions via variables on arcs. Generalized Transition Networks (GTN) proposed by Kieras [14] allows representing preconditions, actions and states can be GTNs.

Statecharts is a formalism developed in 1987 by Harel [10] for the graphical modelling of complex systems in which interleaving of actions is important. Statecharts extend traditional FSMs with useful characteristics such as the modelling of super-states (providing hierarchy), and interleaved behaviour. They have become used widespread with a variant of them being part of the UML. Their mathematical foundation allows (at least partly) model validation.

Petri nets, on which our approach is based, have already been used for modelling interactive systems [13]. They have been initially introduced by C. A. Petri in 1962 [22] and have been extensively used for the modelling of discrete event systems. They are particularly relevant to describe multimodal interactive systems as they allow the description of true concurrency.

Modelling is a key issue when dealing with safety critical interactive systems, justifying the use of formal description techniques to provide means:

- To define in a complete and unambiguous way the behaviour of the input and output devices, the interaction techniques, the interactive system behaviour
- To reason about that models in order to be able to assess the behaviour of the interactive system (for instance, is the interactive system able to return to its initial state, are all the interactive system states rendered to the user?)
- To support via dedicated tools editing, verification, validation and interactive prototyping of the behaviours and to modify and adjust them according to user’s requirements and global performance.

MODELED RELATIONSHIPS

The ICO formalism is a formal description technique dedicated to the specification of interactive systems [17]. It uses concepts borrowed from the object-oriented approach (dynamic instantiation, classification, encapsulation, inheritance, client/server relationship) to describe the structural or static aspects of systems, and uses high-level Petri nets [9] to describe their dynamic or behavioural aspects.

ICOs are dedicated to the modelling and the implementation of event-driven interfaces, using several communicating objects to model the system, where both behaviour of objects and communication protocol between objects are described by the Petri net dialect called Cooperative Objects (CO). The ICO formalism has been applied to other domains than user interfaces as, for instance, CORBA services specification [4] and [5].

As illustrated by Figure 1, in the ICO formalism, an object is an entity featuring four components: a cooperative object which describes the behaviour of the object, a presentation part (i.e. the graphical interface), and two functions (the activation function and the rendering function) which make the link between the cooperative object and the presentation part.
An ICO specification fully describes the potential interactions that users may have with the application. The specification encompasses both the "input" aspects of the interaction (i.e. how user actions impact on the inner state of the application, and which actions are enabled at any given time) and its "output" aspects (i.e. when and how the application displays information relevant to the user).

Thanks to Petri nets, an ICO specification is fully executable, which makes possible to prototype and to test an application before it is fully implemented. The editing, execution and verification is done using the dedicated supporting tool called PetShop (illustrated by Figure 1) [19].

Figure 1. Example of an application modeled using ICO: The top part is a Petri net modeling the behavior of the corresponding interactive application (called WXR). It represents how the application current evolved when receiving user events. Two functions relate the Petri net to the graphical widow. The first one, called Activation function (table on the bottom-left part) describes how user events lead to transition firing and how transition availability makes user event available (for instance, the seventh line describes that when users press the button CTRL on the right of the label "TILT SELECTION" (triggering the high level event asked-auto), the corresponding transition “switchAUTO_T1” is triggered, making the application going to the state where the tilt selection is not automatic; if the corresponding transition is not available, the button would have been disabled). The second function, called Rendering function (table on the bottom-right part) describes how state changes within the Petri net is translated into graphical rendering (for instance the first line describes that when a token enters the place MODE_SELECTION, the method showModeSelection is called, making a graphical change).
Several modelling challenges have been addressed using ICO:

1 Dealing with new input devices: modern user interfaces offer to the users more and more exotic input devices. As shown in the virtual chess case study [18], ICOs are able to manage input devices such as the “Floc Of Birds” by poling at regular time interval the input device in order to capture motions performed by the users. More general multimodality aspects have been discussed in [15].

2 Dealing with visualization beyond standard 2D desktops: in a similar way as for input devices, output devices are likely to evolve and be more demanding for the description technique than the standard 2D screens. Manipulating languages dedicated to these new output devices is thus required. As shown with the chess case study [18], ICOs are able to handle exotic output devices as stereoscopic glasses.

3 Dealing with widgets: nowadays, most interaction between users and systems takes place by means of predefined standard interactive objects called widgets. Even though introduced more than 20 years ago in the IBM CUA standard [11] they are still largely used as they provide significant benefits both to the users (making easy to predict how they have to be manipulated and how they behave) and to the developers and they are usually available in the programming environment and thus require little effort to be integrated. In the case study of ARINC 661 specification [1][2] we have described using ICOs 21 widgets from the standard.

4 Dealing with large scale applications: most User Interface Description Languages have, so far, remained at the prototype level being only tested on case studies as a way to experiment their capabilities [16]. Being able to deal with large case studies and real world application will become a requirement for these languages if their authors want to see them going beyond the research laboratories. In the interactive cockpit application we have been partly addressing such problem. To deal with the large number of models executed simultaneously PetShop tool had to be restructured.

5 Dealing with the true concurrency requirement: mass market products such as the Wii game console [23] or the iPhone [12] feature a native multimodal interaction either by means of several input devices (two or more wii-motes for instance) or by means of a multimodal device as the multitouch tactile interaction on the iPhone. Being able to describe user interfaces for such new products will, for sure, become a necessity in the near future for next generation user interfaces description languages. While, thanks to their “true concurrency” semantics, Petri nets will remain (with other underlying formalisms such as Pi-Calculus) a good candidate to handle such behaviours, these new products will be more demanding in terms of number of concurrent threads, synchronisation between threads and response time. ICOs have been used in several domains for describing multimodal interaction [15] dealing with several different interaction techniques and input devices (speech, gesture, bi-manual …) at a time.

6 Formal analysis of models: the use of formal description techniques can be greatly enhanced if they are supported by formal analysis techniques. In the area of Petri nets, such analysis techniques can be used for the detection of deadlocks (when no transitions are available/fireable in the Petri net model), the presence or absence of a terminating state, the boundedness of the model, the liveness of the model, the reversibility and home state or to verify requirements, i.e. to verify properties of the system model such that a certain state can never be reached for example or that a given interface component is always enabled. Furthermore, certain analysis techniques can be used to extract scenarios of events leading to a particular state; this is useful for tracing history and for connecting interactive systems behaviour to incidents or accidents [3]. With ICO the analysis capabilities are thus limited to analysis performed on the underlying net.

7 Exploiting models: in [19] we have already presented the use of our model-based approach as a way of supporting in an easy way rapid system prototyping. Executing the specifications (as when models are run within PetShop) has the immediate benefits of providing a prototype available for usability evaluation. In [7] we improve the idea of using model-based approaches as a support for usability evaluation using a marking graph to describe low level interaction scenarios. This approach improves classical usability evaluation methods in two directions: supporting usability evaluation using model-based scenarios and model-based prototyping and modifying models to accommodate changes due to usability evaluation results.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED

The reason for focusing on the use and deployment of formal description techniques lies in the fact that they are the only means to provide both modelling in a precise and unambiguous way, all of the components of an interactive application (presentation, dialogue and functional core) and to propose techniques for reasoning about (and also verifying) the models. Applying formal description techniques can be beneficial during the various phases of the development process from the early phases (requirements analysis and elicitation, user interface prototyping …) to the later ones including validation (usability testing, functional testing …).
Systems) or UIST (User Interfaces Software and Technology) with a focus on the innovation and on the usability evaluation of interactive systems proposing such interaction techniques. While a significant effort is currently being undertaken by the CHI community in order to apply and extend current usability evaluation techniques to new kinds of interaction techniques very little has been done to improve the reliability of software offering these kinds of interaction techniques. As these new interaction techniques are currently more and more used in the field of command and control safety critical systems the potential for incidents and accidents increases. Similarly, the non-reliability of interactive software can jeopardize usability evaluation by presenting to the users unexpected or undesired behaviours.

Researchers and practitioners designing and developing those interaction techniques usually have to build their own user interface tools or twist programming languages [8] to be able to implement the interaction technique they want to design and evaluate. Once published, it remains a long way for these innovative interaction techniques to reach the maturity level required for dissemination in industry as several problems remains to be solved.

- The first problem is related to the scalability issue where research contributions must be able to go from demonstrational prototypes to real size applications.
- The second problem is related to the reliability issue i.e. to find ways to guarantee the correct functioning of the interactive system. Issues such as verification, validation and exhaustive testing are possible ways to address this problem.
- The third problem is related to the link between User Interface tools and the development process of interactive systems. The issue is here to be able to integrate such tools within development processes and other software development tools currently used in industry.
- The last but not least problem is related to the expressive power of the language i.e. how the language is able to cover the various elements that have to be addressed when user interfaces are described.

APPLICATIONS
Our formal description technique has been extended to deal with user interfaces such as multimodal [6] and 3D interfaces [18] and to address issues raised by various safety critical command and control systems such as Air Traffic Control workstations [19], Ground segments for satellite control [20] or civil [2] and military aircraft cockpits [6].

The expressive power of the notation makes it eligible for the description of new generation interfaces as challenges raised by multimodal interfaces are comparable with the ones they raise.

LIMITATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
The proposed approach has already been used for modelling several aspects of interactive systems such as post-WIMP interaction, multimodality, real size case studies from different safety critical domains (such as Air traffic control, space operations, avionics...). Amongst the lesson learned we identified several interesting limitations in our approach such as:

- Improving our model analysis capability, to be able to investigate in a more precise way inner properties of safety critical interactive systems.
- Allowing model-based software testing dedicated to interactive systems to support the implementation process.
- Enhancing ICO with a presentation description language such as UsiXML Concrete User Interface language to allow an in-depth description of interactive applications.

To investigate these improvements, we have already started several projects with industrial partners in the domain of interactive cockpits or space ground systems.
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ORIGIN AND UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES

Engineers use task analytic behavior models to describe the normative human behaviors required to control a system [12]. These models represent the mental and physical activities operators use to achieve the goals that the system was designed to support. Enhanced Operator Function Model (EOFM) [9], an extension of the Operator Function Model [13], represents human behavior as an input-output system using an XML notation.

An instantiated EOFM describes inputs from external sources and how a human operator produces actions as part of a task. Tasks in EOFMs are hierarchical representations of goal-driven activities that decompose into lower level activities, and, finally, atomic actions. EOFMs express task knowledge by explicitly specifying the conditions under which human operator activities can execute (preconditions), when they can repeat (repeat conditions), and what must be true when they finish (completion conditions) in Boolean expressions. Any activity can decompose into one or more activities or actions (sub-acts). A decomposition operator specifies the temporal relationships between and the cardinality of the decomposed sub-acts (when they can execute relative to each other and how many can execute). EOFM supports all of the decomposition operators in Table 1. EOFM also supports a visual notation (see Figure 1 for an example).

EOFM has formal semantics that specify how an instantiated EOFM model executes [9]. Specifically, each activity or action can have one of three execution states: waiting to execute (Ready), executing (Executing), and done (Done). An activity or action transitions between each of these states based on its current state; the state of its immediate parent, its siblings (activities or actions contained in the same decomposition), and its immediate children in the hierarchy; and the decomposition operators that connect the activity to its parent and its children. This formal semantics allows an instantiated EOFM to be automatically translated into a formal model [9] capable of being evaluated by a model checker, the Symbolic Analysis Laboratory (SAL) [10] in our case.

MODELED RELATIONSHIPS

EOFMs are typically used to represent normative human behavior. However, it is possible to generate potentially unanticipated erroneous human behavior in instantiated EOFMs and thus include it in formal system models.

Erroneous behavior can be produced in two different ways. In the first [5], each action in an EOFM task is replaced with a generative that allows for the performance of Hollnagel’s [11] zero-order phenotypes of erroneous action. Through multiple performances of zero-order phenotypes, more complicated erroneous behaviors are possible. In the second erroneous behavior generation technique [7], the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>optor_seq</td>
<td>Zero or more of the sub-acts must execute in any order one at a time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optor_par</td>
<td>Zero or more of the sub-acts must execute in any order and can execute in parallel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or_seq</td>
<td>One or more of the sub-acts must execute in any order one at a time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or_par</td>
<td>One or more of the sub-acts must execute in any order and can execute in parallel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and_seq</td>
<td>All of the sub-acts must execute in any order one at a time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and_par</td>
<td>All of the sub-acts must execute in any order and can execute in parallel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xor</td>
<td>Exactly one sub-act must execute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ord</td>
<td>All sub-acts must execute in the order they appear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sync</td>
<td>All sub-acts must execute synchronously.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. EOFM Decomposition Operators
formal semantics of EOFM are extended in order to model human operator attention failures (Reason’s [14] slips) that enable activities to be erroneously omitted, repeated, or committed. In both cases, a maximum is used to control the number of erroneous behaviors considered in a given evaluation. Both of these erroneous behavior generation techniques have been implemented as options in the EOFM to SAL translator.

Translated EOFM instances fit into a larger formal modeling architectural framework that supports concepts important to human-automation interaction. This encompasses models of human missions (i.e. goals), human task behavior (the translated EOFM instance), human-device interfaces (displays and controls available to the human operator), device automation (underlying device behavior), and the operational environment [4].

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED
The formal nature of the framework allows models created with it to be evaluated with a model checker. Model checking is an automated formal verification process that exhaustively searches a system’s statespace to see if it can find a violation of specification properties. If no violation is found, the model checker has proven that the model adheres to the specification. Otherwise, the model checker produces a counterexample that illustrates how a violation occurred.

Thus, a model checker can be used on formal models that contain translated EOFM instances to prove whether or not the modeled human behavior, and the resulting human-automation interaction, will contribute to a violation of system safety (encoded in a specification property). This can include any generated (and thus potentially unanticipated) erroneous human behavior. System safety has been evaluated with normative human task behavior [9], normative human performance of checklist procedures [8], generated phenotypical erroneous human behavior [5], and generated erroneous human behavior caused by failures of attention [7]. It is also possible to use the visual notation of the EOFM to help analysts diagnose specification violations reported in counterexamples [6].

APPLICATIONS
EOFM has been used with model checking to find problems in, and explore design interventions for a number of applications. These include a Patient Controlled Analgesia Pump [4, 3, 7], an automobile with a simple cruise control [9], an aircraft instrument landing checklist procedure [8], and a radiation therapy machine [5].
LIMITATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

There are a number of potential development opportunities for EOFO and its associated analyses. Firstly, analyses that utilize EOFOs, especially those with erroneous human behavior generation, do not scale well [2]. Thus current work is investigating ways of improving the EOFO to SAL translation in order to improve scalability. Secondly, the presented method has almost exclusively been used to evaluate single operator systems. However, ongoing research is investigating how to model human communication and coordination with EOFO [1]. Thirdly, in order to assist analysts in evaluating human-automation interaction with EOFO, work is currently investigating how specific properties indicative of good human-automation interaction can be generated automatically from instantiated EOFOs and used in formal verification analyses [3]. Finally, EOFO currently does not integrate with other infrastructures designed to evaluate human-automation interaction formally (see [2]). Future work should attempt to rectify this limitation.
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ORIGIN AND UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES

The focus of the modeling framework is on a behavioral description of the system (i.e., its states, modes, and transitions), with special emphasis on user interaction and display feedback. The origin of the framework is Finite State Machine theory [18]. Parnas [13] was probably the first to use Finite State Machine models to describe user interactions with a computer terminal. This formalism enabled him to pinpoint several design errors such as “almost-alike” states, inconsistent ways to reach a state, and data entry problems. Foley and Wallace [5] also used this notation to describe their concept of a language of interaction between human and computer. Their state transition diagram describes the actions needed to make the transition from one state to another, as well as the system’s response during the transition. Jacob [8] described several variants of the Finite State Machine, as well as other formalisms such as the Backus-Naur Form (BNF) [20] in the design of specifications for human-computer interaction with a communication system. He showed how such formalisms can be applied to a system with many commands. Since then, many researchers have used Finite State Machine theory to model user interactions [9,19] as well as a variety of newer extensions such as Petri Nets [12], OFM [11], and Statecharts [6].

A Finite State Machine model is a way of describing a system with its finite possible configurations—where the machine can be in any one of a finite number of configurations, or “states.” The model has only finite input and output sets: it can respond only to the specified set of stimuli and produce only the specified set of behaviors [18, p. 232-235]. Finite State Machine theory captures the behavioral aspects of a system in a very precise and complete way; i.e., how it works and, in the context of human-machine interaction, how the system responds to user inputs and what information and feedback it provides to the user. The general structure of such a machine is described by state transitions of the following form: when event alpha occurs in state A, the system shifts to state B. The model can also be represented graphically as a state transition diagram that presents this behavioral information (states and transitions) as a perceptual code of nodes and arcs. This combination of theoretical and graphic formats has been used to represent human interaction with computer-based systems. For example, Figure 1 is a representation of the climate control system. Using statecharts language, a modern variant of the finite state machine formalism, it depicts the many (concurrent) components of the system such as the fan unit, compressor, air-source and air delivery units and zone control. As is in many human-machine systems, there is a clear hierarchy in the way the system modes and states are designed and this is also captured by the model. For example, there is an off/on mode but also manual, semi-manual, and fully manual modes to this system. The colored transitions, guards and labels are indicative of potential user interaction limitations and are there to alert designers to these problems [3].

MODELED RELATIONSHIPS

From a human factors and user interaction perspectives, the modeling framework is best suited to capture four types of relationships:

(1). The models describe and illustrate how external events trigger changes and reconfigurations in the system. For example, in an aircraft autopilot the angle of attack is a critical parameter that is constantly monitored. When the aircraft’s angle of attack exceeds a given value, the aircraft may be entering stall. When this value is reached (around 15 degrees in most commercial airliners), the envelope protection system “kicks in” and will automatically advanced the throttles and/or reduce pitch attitude. In modeling autopilots systems, we pay utmost attention to such external events and their impact on the system [1, Ch. 15]. Along the same lines, we also describe important internal events such as timeouts (that may shut the system down), and outputs of internal computations (that may trigger a mode change). Naturally, we also focus on user initiated events such as global events (on/off switching), mode changes, reference values changes (e.g., aircraft altitude), and any other events that changes the state of the system and/or its interface.
(2). We carefully consider relations between the different components of the system under consideration. For example, in Figure 1, consider the behavior of the AIR-SOURCE component. The model shows that there will be (an automatic – note the magenta broken line) state change from “recycled-air” to “fresh-air” when the driver switches the AIR DELIVERY mode to “defrost.” Namely, a side effect here on the AIR-SOURCE due to changes that take place in another component (AIR DELIVERY). Generally speaking, we look for things like side effects, guards, and conditionals that are either within a given component or, in particular, those that affect other components in the system. Research on human-automation interaction had consistently shown that such coupling tends to confuse users [16,17] and are usually easily forgotten [4].

(3). The model helps the analyst to consider and evaluate the potential impact of external and internal events as well as side effect and guards on the user. (This, by the way, is the objective of the work and model described in Figure 1 – see Degani, Heymann, & Gellatly [3] for the full analysis). That is, we analyze the relations between system events and user understanding and performance. We can define different severity categories of such events on the user interaction and evaluate their potential impact on ease of use, elegance of interaction, and safety. We ask question like “will it cause confusion?” “Can and will users eventually understand system behavior?” And how much support is provided in the interface and in the user manual?

(4). Finally, we use to model to consider relations between machine model (that describes the behavior of the machine) and the interface model (a reduced and modified projection of the user model). Are all the important events in the machine model are projected to the user interface? Are there situations where the interface becomes non deterministic (error-states) or the interfaces blocks or (e.g., unnecessarily) augments the machine model [7]? In addition to the machine modes and interface model, it is possible to add also the user model where the user’s “mental” model of the interface and machine is described [14]. Here we can account for situations where users forget (over time) how the machine works or simplifications and heuristics that people discover and employ (and evaluate their correctness).
PROBLEMS ADDRESSED
The idea is to describe the machine’s behavior and all possible user interaction and display information as a way to help designers understand, evaluate, and formally specify the system. Another objective is to identify situations where the interface is incorrect [2], as well as situations where there are opportunities to improve (e.g., simplify) the interface [7]. There are a number of benefits from using a state-machine based formalism for this type of design approach: (1) it constitutes a clear description of the (interaction) design that enables review and discussion among multidisciplinary teams, (2) it articulates overarching design requirements as well as generic design patterns, (3) it uses a formal description for specifications, (4) it establishes a platform for analysis, heuristic or otherwise, of the design, and (5) it informs and supports the design of the graphical user interface (e.g., screen layout). Thus, the overall intent is to provide a formal approach to the design of human-machine interactions to improve not just the design but also the quality and rigor of the specifications. Quality means that the description is detailed and leaves nothing to interpretation or possible ambiguity. Rigor means that all system events and transitions are accounted for and described in the specifications [10].

APPLICATIONS
This approach has been used to discover and correct problems in avionics [1,2], automobile interfaces [2,7], and a number of consumer electronics[1].

LIMITATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
First and foremost, the presented framework focuses on the system or machine under consideration. Therefore it does not address many human factors issues such as the cognition, decision making, perception, physical limitations. In terms of the modeling of the machine and user interaction, this modeling framework requires a thorough engineering understanding of the system as well as technical savvy in system analysis and verification techniques. The analysis of the model is only as good as the properties that are at the disposal of the analyst. As it stands now, we have only a limited set of properties to verify in a given system. Last but not least, like most modeling frameworks it is negatively affected by the level of abstraction used to describe the system. Naturally if the level of abstraction is high (overly simplified description) the results may be incomplete.
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ORIGIN AND UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES

The focus of the modeling framework is on interactions between human and automation agents in large, distributed agent networks/systems. This model combines Bayes nets with Game Theoretic methods to model human behavior and predict the behavior of a composite system involving humans and automation. In general, some of the nodes of the Bayes net will be set by the humans in the system, some will be set with known conditional distributions (e.g., noise models of sensors), and some might be “black boxes” provided by the proposer that simulate behavior of automated devices. Novel algorithms are required for sampling and prediction with this model.

Bayes nets have been widely studied to describe stochastic systems [1-3]. A Bayes net is a directed acyclic graph in which nodes represent random variables and edges represent conditional dependencies between these variables. The variables can be observable quantities or unknown quantities (or hypotheses). An edge between two nodes indicates that the random variables represented by the nodes are conditionally independent of each other. Each node is assigned a probability function that takes as inputs the random variables of the parent node and that gives the probability assigned by to the random variable associated with the node. There exist many algorithms to calculate the interference and learning in Bayesian networks.

Game Theory is also a well-know technique, which has been used to describe the behavior of interacting humans [4, 5]. It has been widely studied in economics contexts to represent human behaviors and study how decisions are made in auctions and negotiations for examples. The field first addressed zero sum games (so that gains and losses between participants are perfectly balanced), but it has evolved beyond that and can now study different models of equilibrium (Nash equilibrium, Quantal Response equilibrium, Quantal Level-K and Cognitive Hierarchy).

Wolpert has combined Bayes nets and Game Theory in a novel framework, called semi network-form games, to model systems in which humans interact with other humans and with automation. The semi network-form game is a specialization of the complete framework “network-form games” formally defined in [6, 7] by Wolpert. Currently it is relying on level-K equilibrium.

In a semi network-form game, a Bayes net is used to describe probabilistic interactions between agents (humans or automation) in a system using random variables. Automation (and physical sub-systems) is represented by a “chance” node while a human is represented by a “decision” node. The conditional probability distributions associated with “chance” nodes are pre-specified. The “decision” nodes also differ in the sense that they are associated with a utility function, which maps an instantiation of the net to a real number quantifying the player’s utility. Utility functions are used to encode the goals of a player. In other words, it represents what a human tries to optimize during the game. A semi network-form game allows a player to control only one decision node while a complete network-form game make no such restriction allowing a player to control multiple decision nodes in the net. Network-form games bear a resemblance to Multi-Agent Influence diagrams [8], except that network-form games consider bounded rational agents and uses utility functions rather than utility nodes.

We illustrate the use of network-form games with the example of a 2-aircraft mid-air encounter (similar to the infamous Überlingen accident). The corresponding Bayes net is shown in Figure 2. At time t, the system is represented by a layer of observation (of the world state) nodes (for both pilots and TCAS boxes), a layer of TCAS nodes, a layer of pilot nodes, the world state as an input node and an outcome node. The state of the pilot node is influenced by both the pilot’s observations and the TCAS outcome. The final outcome state is calculated by simulating the aircraft states forward in time using a model of the aircraft kinematics. The social welfare of the system is then calculated from the outcome state. The observational layer is necessary to model observational noise and incomplete information resulting from pilots and TCAS imperfectly observing the world state.

MODELED RELATIONSHIPS

The relationships modeled with network-form games are different from traditional techniques in human factors and user interaction perspectives. The modeling framework is best suited to capture the following types of relationships:

1. The model strength resides in its ability to capture non-deterministic pilot behavior. For example, TCAS assumes that a pilot receiving an RA will delay for 5 seconds and accelerate at $\frac{1}{4}$ g to execute the RA maneuver. Despite their
training, pilots actually have different reactions to TCAS RAs. A recent study [9] in the Boston area has found that

- 13% of RAs are obeyed in compliance
- 64% of RAs are obeyed in partial compliance, i.e., the aircraft is moved in the right direction but with an improper timing, and,
- 23% of RAs are ignored and the aircraft is moved in the opposite direction.

Clearly, pilots are not always responding in the same way to TCAS RAs. In fact, pilots make up their mind using more than just the TCAS in formation, taking into accounts other sources of information, including their own visual clues. The network-form game framework is able to capture this non-determinism by using probability distributions.

(2). The included game theory framework is also very useful to model the “gamesmanship”, or guessing game, that may happening when humans interact with other humans. In a mid-air collision possibility, it is important to model the fact that a pilot is always wondering if the other pilot is going to react according to the training he received. Will the other person/pilot make the right move? What if he doesn’t? What is my back-up strategy? When do I need to decide which strategy to follow? These types of questions are best answered in a game theory framework.

**PROBLEMS ADDRESSED**

The idea is to describe human and machine interactions within a large multi-agent system, e.g., airplane crew interacting with air traffic controllers and automation such as TCAS or ADS-B. From a safety point of view, problems can occur because of misunderstanding between

- humans, e.g., a pilot misunderstanding the orders issued by a controller, or, the pilots of two planes encroaching on their respective runways in order to optimize their on-time gate arrival time, or,
- humans and automation, e.g., a pilot doubting, or misunderstanding, the outputs of an automated box, or, a pilot following a TCAS advise when the controller is actually issuing a contradictory command.
The framework can be used at different level of granularity. It works for modeling human/machine interaction problems as well as new air traffic concepts of operation.

An interesting aspect of network-form games is its ability to model the fact that a human might reason about what another human is thinking of doing. Basically, the framework can explore how human reasons about the possible moves of an opponent. In the aeronautics case, one can model how pilots modify their actions based on the actions of another pilot on another plane, e.g., a plane on a collision course. One can model situations where the pilot is weighing his options based on his thinking that the pilot on the other plane is actually paying attention to a TCAS box or not. This can potentially affect his own reactions towards what his own TACS box is advising him to do.

In network-form games, this type of reasoning is captured by an equilibrium concept such as level-K thinking, which is defined recursively as follows. A level-K player plays as if all the other players are playing at level K-1. These players are playing in turn as if others at playing at level K-2, and so on until level 0 is reached, where the players play according to a known prior distribution. So, if we have two players A and B and K=2 and player A is a level 2 player, A plays as if Player B is a level 1 player that assumes that A plays a level 0 player. Note that those are assumptions made by player A. Player B might in reality be a level 2 player, not a level 1 who thinks A is level 0.

Now, this feature is also important when the automation is actually closer to autonomy than automation. Here we are using autonomy to describe situations in which control is not exercised by humans but by a computer of an algorithm with a certain degree of “intelligence”. This is the case in Aeronautics when UAS (Un-piloted Aerial Systems) are operating autonomously in the National Airspace System and freely mix with piloted planes. The reasoning is not about another human, but about a system capable of fairly complex reasoning.

APPLICATIONS
This approach is also being used to discover and correct problems in cyber-security (cyber physical attack on smart power grid, denial of service).

LIMITATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
The presented framework focuses on human factors issues such as decision making and (in some ways) perception. Issues such a cognition, and, physical limitations are hard to model. At this stage, the biggest limitation is that the analysis relies on having valid probability distributions for human behavior. The best solution would be to get access to results of high-fidelity, human-in-the-loop studies done by the FAA. However, getting access is difficult, and, the number of simulations in those studies does not lend to estimating statistically-valid probability distributions. This problem is being currently addressed by studying the possibility of using multi-fidelity simulations.
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**ORIGIN AND UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES**

In this paper, we present a method to capture decision maker’s preferences in multiobjective problems and we discuss its use as a base for a decision maker – multiojective optimization problem (model) interface.

In principle, all decision problems are multiobjective problems, i.e. each problem involves at least two objective. The usual approach to deal with multiple objective is to optimize the problem with respect to a selected single objective and observe the values of other objectives.

However, there exists a methodology which allows to address multiobjective optimization problems directly ([5,8,9,15,19], where other pertaining references are also given). Moreover, this methodology provides for an easy and intuitive capture of decision maker’s preferences and allows in turn determining solutions which correspond to those preferences best. In other words, the methodology provides for an easy and intuitive interfacing multiobjective optimisation problems (models) to the decision maker.

**MODELED RELATIONSHIPS**

Let $x$ denote a (decision) variant (solution), $X$ a space of variants, $X_0$ a set of feasible variants, $X_0 \subseteq X$. Then the multiobjective optimisation problem is:

$$\text{"vmax" } f(x)$$

$$x \in X_0,$$

where $f : X \to R^k$, $f = (f_1, ..., f_k)$, $f_i : X \to R$, $i = 1, ..., k$, $k \geq 2$, are objective functions (criteria); "vmax" denotes the operator of deriving all efficient (as defined below) variants in $X_0$.

Variant $\bar{x}$ of $X_0$, is efficient, if $f_i(x) \geq f_i(\bar{x})$, $i = 1, ..., k$, $x \in X$, implies $f(x) = f(\bar{x})$.

It is a well established result ([2,4,6]) that variant $\bar{x}$ is efficient if and only if it solves the optimisation problem

$$\min_{x \in X_0} \max_{i = 1, ..., k} \lambda_i (y_i - f_i(x)),$$

where $\lambda_i > 0$, $i = 1, ..., k$, and $y^*$ is such that $y^*_i > f_i(x)$, $i = 1, ..., k$, $x \in X_0$.

By the “only if” part of this result no efficient variant is excluded from being derived by solving an instance of optimisation problem (8). In contrast to that, maximisation of a weighted sum of objective functions over $X_0$ does not possess, in general (and especially in the case of problems with discrete variables), this property.

Besides the potential ability to derive each efficient variant, optimisation problem (8) provides for an easy and intuitive capture of decision maker’s preferences. Observe that element $\bar{y}$, where $\bar{y}_i = \max_{x \in X_0} f_i(x)$, $i = 1, ..., k$, represents maximal values of objective functions which can be attained if they are maximised separately.

To assists the decision maker in the search for the most preferred variant one can employ the optimisation problem (8). Here we assume the minimum of the decision maker rationality, namely we assume that the decision maker prefers an efficient variant to a non-efficient one.

Suppose that an element $x \in X_0$ such that $\bar{y} = f(x)$ does not exists which is rather a standard with conflicting criteria (if otherwise, $x$ is the most preferred variant). Then, the decision maker knows that whatever efficient variant be (or she) selects he has to compromise on values of objective functions $f_i$ with respect to values $\bar{y}_i$, $i = 1, ..., k$. He can define his acceptable compromises on values $\bar{y}_i$, $i = 1, ..., k$, and search for an efficient variant which corresponds to this compromise in three ways:

---

1 Although, actually $\bar{x}$ is weakly efficient but for the sake of conciseness we do not make this distinction here, for a formal treatment of this issue cf. [5,9,15].
1. providing a vector of concessions $\tau$, 
2. providing a reference point $y^{ref}$, 
3. providing weights $\lambda_i$, $i = 1, ..., k$.

Way 1. Components of a vector of concessions $\tau$ ($\tau \in \mathbb{R}^k$) specify concessions the decision maker accepts to make with respect to $\hat{y}_i$, $i = 1, ..., k$. Components of vector $\tau$ can be defined in absolute values (“the decision maker is willing to make a concession of $z_i$ units on the value $\hat{y}_i$, $i = 1, ..., k$”) or in relative values (“the decision maker is willing to make a concession of $z_i$ per cent on the value $\hat{y}_i$, $i = 1, ..., k$”).

Way 2. A reference point $y^{ref}$ ($y^{ref} \in \mathbb{R}^k$, $y^{ref}_i \leq \hat{y}_i$, $i = 1, ..., k$), (it is irrelevant whether there exists an element $x \in X_0$ such that $y^{ref} = f(x)$ or not) specifies explicitly a compromise between values of objective functions $f_i$ with respect to values $\hat{y}_i$, $i = 1, ..., k$, which the decision maker regards as agreeable. A reference point specifies indirectly a vector of concessions:

$$\tau_i = \hat{y}_i - y^{ref}_i, \quad i = 1, ..., k.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Way 3. An experienced decision maker can define a vector of concessions $\tau$ in terms of weights $\lambda_i > 0$, $i = 1, ..., k$, in optimisation problem (8). Vector of concessions $\tau$ and vector of weights $\lambda$ are related by formula (10).

The optimisation problem (8) if solved with

$$\lambda_i = (\tau_i)^{-1}, \quad i = 1, ..., k, $$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

has the following property;
- it finds an efficient variant $x$ such that $f(x)$ is on half line $y = \bar{y} - t\tau$, $t \geq 0$, whenever such a variant exists,
- otherwise, it finds an efficient variant $x$ such that $\max \lambda_i (\hat{y}_i - f_i(x)) = \max \lambda_i (\hat{y}_i - \bar{y}_i)$, where $\bar{y}$ is on half line $y = \bar{y} - t\bar{\tau}$, $t \geq 0$.

To avoid dividing by zero in formula (10), in formula (9) and in all pertaining considerations we are to replace $\bar{\tau}$ by $\tau^*$, but since in the definition of $\tau^*$ ($\tau^*_i = \hat{y}_i + \varepsilon$, $\varepsilon > 0$, $i = 1, ..., k$) $\varepsilon$ can be taken arbitrarily small, so the difference between $\bar{\tau}$ and $\tau^*$ can be made insignificant.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED AND APPLICATIONS

Any problem for which (7) is the underlying formal model can be treated along lines as outlined above.

Spectacular examples of topics framed as multiobjective optimisation problems are nuclear weapons [20], energy [6], medicine [14], finance [17], civil engineering [18], electromagnetic engineering [4], air transport [12].

LIMITATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

The need to solve series of optimisation problems (one optimisation problem for each vector of concession $\tau$) is a barrier for a broad use of the method for decision maker preference capture as outlined above.

An attempt to overcome this barrier is the concept, introduced by Kaliszewski ([7], [9], [10]), of deriving efficient variants by approximate calculations with controlled accuracy. This, with applications to practical multiobjective problems kept mind, is a rational approach.

The necessity of solving optimisation problems in multiobjective problems to derive efficient variants in this concept is eliminated for the price of the necessity to derive a subset of efficient variants (still by solving optimisation problems but) prior to starting multiobjective problem solving. This allows multiobjective problem solving to be decomposed into the initial (technical) phase, which can be realised without involving the decision maker, and the (proper) decision phase, where there is no longer any need to solve optimisation problems.

The core of this concept is calculation – during the decision phase - of lower and upper bounds on component values of outcome $f(x)$ for efficient variant $x$ (i.e. on values of objective functions $f_i(x)$, $i = 1, ..., k$) selected from the set of feasible variants $X_0$ instead of deriving outcome $f(x)$ itself. For that purpose a number of efficient variants, forming so called shell, has to be derived, which as said before, can be done in the initial phase.

An efficient variant $x$ is selected implicitly by the decision maker when selecting an instance of so called vector of concessions $\tau$, which is a parameter of the bounds.

An instance of the vector of concessions defines the direction of searching for an efficient outcome, starting from the utopia point, i.e. a point in the outcome space, which dominates all outcomes of efficient variants from set $X_0$.

With given shell $S$ and selected instance of vector $\tau$, this concept provides for assessments of values $f_i(x)$ in the form:

$$L_i(\tau, S) \leq f_i(x) \leq U_i(\tau, S), \quad i = 1, ..., k, $$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $x$ denotes an efficient variant corresponding to the preferences of the decision maker, represented by vector of concessions $\tau$, and $L_i(\tau, S)$ and $U_i(\tau, S)$ are formulae for a lower bound and an upper bound on $f_i(x)$, respectively ([7],[9],[10]). With given shell $S$ vector of concessions $\tau$ is the parameter of the bounds.

In the multiple criteria decision making process the decision maker evaluates variants $x$ via its outcomes $f(x)$. The essence of the concept ([7],[9],[10]) has been to evaluate variants $x$ selected by selecting instances of the vector of concessions $\tau$ via approximations of outcomes $f(x)$ in the form of lower and upper bounds on outcome component values, as in (3). Once the most preferred outcome is identified – and only then - the corresponding variant is made explicitly available.
The existence of formulae for lower and upper bounds on component values of outcomes \( f(x) \) for efficient variants \( x \) allows to control the accuracy of approximations of those values. However, the necessity of using optimisation methods in the initial phase of the multiobjective decision processes is still a barrier for a broad popularization of multiple criteria decision making methodologies and decision support systems which implement such methodologies.

That barrier has been overcome by Miroforidis [16] (for further developments cf. also [11],[13]) by replacing shell \( S \) by a pair of shells: lower shell \( S_L \) (consisting of elements of set \( X_0 \)) and upper shell \( S_U \) (consisting of elements of set \( X \setminus X_0 \)), which can be derived by approximate computations in such a manner that upper and lower bounds on component values of outcomes can be still calculated.

The formulae for calculation of \( L(r, S_L) \), and \( U(r, S_U) \) (as by Miroforidis [16]) have the same degree of complexity as the formulae for calculation of \( L(r, S) \), and \( U(r, S) \) (as by Kaliszewski ([7],[9],[10])). It is worth noting that all those formulae consist only of arithmetic operations and operations of derivation of maximal values on finite sets of numbers, which allows, after deriving shell \( S \) or pair: lower shells \( S_L \) and upper shell \( S_U \), for their easy implementation e.g. in a spreadsheet.

Replacing shells \( S \) by pairs of lower shells \( S_L \) and upper shells \( S_U \) and derivation of formulas similar in the nature to formulas for lower and upper bounds with shells \( S \), has allowed elaboration of a new concept of employing evolutionary computations in multiobjective optimisation, namely the concept which relies on derivation of shells \( S_L \) and \( S_U \) by evolutionary algorithms ([16],[11],[13]). Within this new concept algorithms to derive pairs of lower shells \( S_L \) and upper shells \( S_U \) simultaneously have been proposed [16],[11],[13]).

Making use of approximate computations with controlled accuracy, as described above, allows to remove completely the necessity to employ exact (i.e. classical) optimisation algorithms in multiobjective optimisation and in consequence to remove the aforementioned barriers for wide popularization of decision support systems.

Potential applicability of evolutionary computations to multiobjective optimisation has been convincingly documented in the literature ([1],[2]) and practically verified on numerous applications. However, the idea of preference driven evolutionary computations in the multiple criteria decision making context is quite recent ([3],[13]).
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